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Abstract 

Researchers have accurately quantified the Pivot-Shift Test of anterior cruciate ligament 

(ACL) injury over the past decade using navigation systems, electromagnetic sensors and inertial 

sensors.  However, these tests have been conducted under anesthetic, which negate the 

contribution of muscular guarding from structures surrounding the knee that could make it 

difficult to generalize the measures for a pre-operative diagnosis.  Therefore, the purpose of this 

study was to determine if the quantification of the Pivot-Shift Test differed between a non-

anesthetized and anesthetized state (intra-operatively where no muscle activity is possible), and 

if the difference could be attributed to muscular guarding.  To achieve this, 12 patients who had 

acquired a unilateral ACL-injury were tested on the day of their ACL reconstructive surgery.  

Acceleration and muscle activity were recorded over 10 consecutive Pivot-shift tests on their 

injured and uninjured knee pre-operatively and intra-operatively from 8 Delsys Trigno wireless 

EMG electrodes and 2 Delsys accelerometers.  From the results, the slope of net tibial 

acceleration could differentiate between the injured and uninjured knee (mean difference, 2.14 

g/s, p<0.05).  Furthermore, the slope was larger in intra-operatively than in pre-operatively 

(mean difference, 1.92 g/s, p<0.05) indicating that a difference between conditions.  Non-

normalized semitendinosus muscle activity explained a proportion of the difference in slope 

between the pre-op and intra-op (b = 0.6, p<0.05), suggesting hamstring muscular guarding was 

at play.  However, comparing muscle activity during the Pivot-Shift Test to the participant’s 

maximum voluntary isometric contraction (MVIC) produced results over 100%, suggesting that 

maximums were taken incorrectly.  Thus, without normalizing, the generalizability of the 

muscular activity results is limited.  Finally, no correlation between the slope and the clinical 

grade in either pre-op or intra-op was found.  As a result, the objective quantification of the 
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clinical grade was not possible. The lack of a correlation was speculated to be, in-part, due to the 

subjective grading scale that was the reference measurement for the grade of injury.  Future 

research should consider changing the method by which MVICs are taken and the grade of injury 

should be based on diagnostic imaging. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The physician’s decision to recommend either a surgical reconstruction or a rehabilitation 

protocol for patients who have injured their anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) lies in an accurate 

diagnosis of the level of injury to the intra-articular structure.  Diagnostic imaging techniques, 

such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRIs), are the gold standard in injury assessment but in 

day-to-day practice clinicians and interdisciplinary health care practitioners use manual tests to 

assess both the level of injury and the resultant instability of the knee.  Manual tests of knee 

injury, such as the Lachman’s Test or the Anterior Drawer Test of ACL injury, both elicit and 

measure instability at the knee by manipulating the lower limbs through extreme ranges of 

motion.  During testing, the examiner subjectively assesses variables, such as the amount of 

anterior translation of the tibia relative to the femur, to ascertain the severity or grade. 

 

Unlike the Lachman’s Test or the Anterior Drawer Test, the Pivot-Shift Test is a manual, 

subjective, clinical test that simulates the exact mechanism of injury making it the most sensitive 

test to determine ACL insufficiency.  During the Pivot-Shift Test the examiner picks up the 

extended leg at 20°-30° of hip flexion and applies a medially directed force to the extended knee 

while rotating the tibia internally. The examiner then then moves the knee through a full range of 

flexion and then moves the knee back into extension. In a positive test, when the knee is moved 

through 20°-30° of flexion the tibia spontaneously reduces posteriorly underneath the femur with 

a “clunky” end-point feel.  Determining the smoothness of the reduction and how the end-point 
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feels is based on the examiner’s experience in performing and assessing the test (Lucie et al., 

1984).  Markers that constitute a positive test, such the speed of subluxation of the tibia relative 

to the femur, are variable between examiners (Lucie et al., 1984, Kopf et al., 2012. Ahlden et al., 

2013).  The subjectivity of this manual injury test is a source of variability among examiners and 

between assessments and creating an objective, reliable and non-invasive tool for assessment of 

the injury would aid the diagnostic process.  

 

  In the search for a tool that would quantify the Pivot-Shift Test, researchers have tested 

navigation systems, electromagnetic sensors, and, most recently, inertial sensors.  A consensus 

has emerged that inertial sensor data can be used as a valid, objective and non-invasive measure 

to quantify knee instability since the peak tibial acceleration measured by inertial sensors 

correlates with ACL injury status (Borgstrom et al. 2015, Berruto et al., 2013, Zaffagnini et al., 

2013, Lopomo et al., 2013, Lopomo et al., 2012, Ahldén et al., 2012).  However, previous 

studies have been conducted primarily with patients under anesthesia and, as such, have removed 

any possible neuromuscular responses from the supporting muscles during the Pivot-Shift Test.  

Muscular guarding or muscular resistance, which happens when subjects contract the muscles 

surrounding their knee in an attempt to avoid the instability and pain brought on by the test, 

suppresses the pivot-shift phenomenon (Kuroda et al., 2012).  Since these neuromuscular 

responses are unaccounted for we do not known if and how they influence the accuracy of 

quantification of the Pivot-Shift Test on the non-anaesthetized, awake patient.  Determining this 

missing piece of information is critical if this objective assessment of the Pivot-Shift Test is to be 

used outside the operating room and in the clinic.  
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Thus, this study investigated whether a difference existed in the quantification of ACL 

injury by inertial sensors between non-anesthetized patients and anaesthetized patients.  If a 

difference did exist between the anaesthetized state as compared to the non-anesthetized state, 

we wanted to determine whether this difference could be attributed to muscle guarding.  Because 

guarding has been reported to drastically reduce the sensitivity of the Pivot-Shift Test 

(Donaldson et al., 1989), it was hypothesized the quantification of the test would be different 

between the non-anesthetized and anesthetized condition.  Finally, because the hamstrings act as 

a secondary-restraint to an ACL injury (Cimino et al., 2010), it was hypothesized that the 

muscular activation from knee flexors would be the cause of the differences found in the inertial 

sensor metrics between the anesthetized and the non-anesthetized.   
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

2.1 Anatomy and Function of the ACL 

 

The anterior cruciate ligament is an intracapsular, extra-synovial band of dense 

connective tissue that connects the posteromedial femur to the anterolateral tibia (Mall et al., 

2013).  The ACL originates at the medial surface of the lateral femoral condyle, extends 

anteriorly, medially and distally, undergoing an external rotation and spreading out over an 

average of 22-41 mm in length and 7-12 mm in width (Amis & Dawkins, 1991, Kennedy et al., 

1974, Peterson, et al., 2006, Zantop et al., 2005).  The ligament then inserts in a fossa, anterior 

and lateral to the anterior tibial spine (Mark et al, 2008, Markatos et al., 2013, Woo et al., 2006 

Zantop et al., 2005, Petersen et al. 2002). The ACL is mainly avascular at the insertion sites 

where the ligament is in direct contact with the intercondylar fossa of the tibia and femur 

(Petersen et al., 1999, Petersen et al., 2002).  However, the midsection of the ligament is 

connected to a vascular network created by the middle genicular artery closer to the proximal 

insertion, and by the inferior medial and lateral genicular artery closer to the distal insertion 

(Arnoczky et al., 1983, Scapinelli et al., 1997).  Conversely, neuronal innervation is mainly 

concentrated around insertion sites.  The ACL is innervated by the posterior articular branches of 

the tibial nerve.  Afferent sensory information is received from mechanoreceptors such as 

Ruffini, Pacini, and Golgi-like receptors that are sensitive to stretching and rapid movement of 

the ligament (Reiman et al., 1987, Petersen et al., 1999).  This input creates an afferent reflex arc 
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that transmits proprioceptive information about knee position to activate lower-limb musculature 

(Kennedy et al.,1982, Zemny et al., 1986).  

 

Apart from mechanoreceptors, the ACL is composed of multiple type I collagen bundle 

fascicles separated by type III collagen fibrils wrapped in a sheath connecting the tibia to the 

femur (Petersen 2002, Petersen, 1999, Mall et al., 2013).  Furthermore, a fibrous cartilaginous 

bone-tendon interface at the origin and insertion sites is called the “transitionary” zone and 

provides the ligament with a graduated change in stiffness to accommodate stress and strain.  

This zone consists of four layers: the first being made up of ligament fibres, the second of fibro-

cartilaginous cells aligned with collagen bundles called the non-mineralized zone, the third being 

the mineralized cartilage zone and the fourth being the fibrocartilage mineralized zone where the 

ligament inserts into the subchondral bone (Fu et al., 1999). 

 

In terms of the stress and strain on the ACL, the ligament’s primary function is to prevent 

the excessive anterior translation of the tibia relative to the femur and act as a secondary restraint 

to tibial rotation and varus and valgus knee rotation during motion (Galway et al., 1980, Ferretti 

et al., 1991, Dienst et al., 2002, Fleming et al., 2001, Clark et al., 2006, Woo et al., 2006, Mall et 

al., 2013). To accommodate strain, the ACL also undergoes different tightening patterns between 

flexion and extension of the knee and between internal and external rotation of the tibia (Petersen 

et al., 2006).  The consensus is that different tightening patterns are accomplished by the two 

distinctive functional bands of the ACL, the anteromedial (AM) band and a posterolateral (PL) 

band.  The bundles of the AM band run from the most proximal part of the femoral origin to the 

anteromedial tibial insertion, whereas the fibres of the PL bundle originate distally to the femoral 
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origin of the AM bundle and insert on the posterolateral part of the tibial insertion (Petersen et 

al., 2002, Petersen et al., 2006, Zantop et al., 2005).  In 1999, Amis & Dawkins discovered that 

the AM band tightens in knee flexion whereas the PM bundle slackened in flexion, and vice 

versa.  Furthermore, under anterior translation and a combined valgus and internal rotatory load, 

the tension on the AM bundle remained consistent but the tension on PM bundle was higher at 

15° of knee flexion and lower at 30° degrees.  This suggests PM band is important for stabilizing 

the knee near full extension (Gabriel et al., 2004, Zantop et al., 2006). In summary, the bands 

represent functional differences, which differ in reciprocal tensioning and provide control and 

stability to the knee through a full range of motion (Petersen et al. 2006).   

 

2.2 Mechanism and Risk of Injury of the ACL 

 

In 1995, Markolf et al. investigated in vitro the most prominent mechanism by which 

injury to the ACL occurred.  They used combinations of tibial loading to measure how torque 

influenced a baseline tension force created by an anterior drawer force on the ACL.  The study 

concluded that the loading conditions that created the highest level of ACL strain were an 

anterior tibial force with the knee in extension in combination with internal tibial torque and an 

anterior tibial force with a valgus moment at the knee in 10 or more degrees of flexion.  

Conversely, external tibial torque was relatively unimportant in generating ACL tension and was 

found to reduce the tension created by an applied anterior tibial force when the knee was in 

various degrees of flexion.  Near full extension, the anterior tibial force and internal torque were 

additive, creating the highest levels of tension as the ACL wound about the PCL during internal 
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rotation.  This situation typically occurs during the cutting maneuver on an extended knee when 

an individual plants his or her foot and pivots to come to a rapid stop from forward motion and 

change direction.  At the foot plant, the quadriceps activate to decelerate the forward momentum 

of the body. This creates a large anterior pulling force that is resisted by the ACL to prevent the 

tibia from subluxing anteriorly relative to the femur.  As the upper body rotates to change 

direction the ACL provides rotational stability against the torque created about the vertical axis 

of the knee. However, if tension and strain on the ACL is too high the ligament can tear and fail 

to restrain the tibia’s anterior motion relative to the femur during quadricep activation.  This 

would allow the extended tibia to sublux anteriorly underneath the femur. As the injured leg 

rotates and bends to change the direction of movement, at 20°-40° of flexion, the tibia 

spontaneously reduces underneath the femur with a sudden jerk (Matsumoto et al., 1990, Boden 

et al., 2000, Powell et al., 2000, Houck et al., 2003, Olsen et al., 2004).  In summary, rupturing 

the ACL causes dynamic anterolateral rotary instability around the axis of knee flexion.  This 

instability allows for the pivot-shift phenomenon to occur, which is marked by a pronounced 

anterior tibial shift and sudden tibial reduction, or a “giving-way” feeling at the knee, that can be 

observed during a cutting or twisting motions (Galway et al., 1980, Loose, 1982, Matsumoto, 

1990).   

 

An injury to the ACL acquired during a cutting maneuver is an example of a non-contact 

mechanism of injury.  Only 30% of all ACL injuries occur because of a contact collision, where 

a direct hit to the lateral aspect of the leg or knee in full extension cause a valgus collapse of the 

knee and tear of the ligament.  The remaining 70% of ACL injuries occur through the non-

contact mechanism of injury, or in the absence of player-to player contact or a direct blow to the 
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knee.  The high prevalence of non-contact injuries is due, in-part, to the many risk factors of 

ACL injury that pre-dispose certain populations to injury.  One risk factor that increases one’s 

chance of obtaining a non-contact ACL injury is landing from a jump in a valgus alignment 

versus a neutral alignment.  In a neutral alignment, the body’s center of mass (COM) is located 

directly above the knee joint center and tension on the ACL is minimized. However, if the 

strength of the lower extremity musculature is inadequate during landing, such as having weak 

hip abductors that cannot properly oppose the external forces and moments, the COM shifts 

laterally to help balance the upper body on the pelvis. The altered COM position disrupts the 

lower limb’s neutral alignment creating a valgus moment at the knee and increasing the tension 

on the ACL (Powers, 2010, Hewett et al., 2005, Andrews et al., 1985).  To compensate for weak 

hip abductors and flexors the body can use a neuromuscular compensatory strategy known as 

quadriceps dominance where quadricep muscle activity is over-exerted in landing to oppose the 

momentum of the jump.  However, quadriceps dominance changes the landing and pivoting 

mechanics.  Relying primarily on the quadriceps over the hamstrings to produce dynamic knee 

stability in jumping and landing activities increases the anterior shear force on the proximal tibia 

that results in excessive ACL strain.  That is why landing in a valgus alignment and exhibiting 

quadriceps dominance are risk factors for non-contact ACL injury (Markolf et al., 1978, 

Solomonaw, 1987, Hewett et al., 1996, Huston et al., 1996, Besier et al., 2003).    

 

Both landing in a valgus alignment and quadriceps dominance occur more frequently in 

females and is partly why females are at a greater risk of ACL injury. This is in addition to 

prevalence of a larger Q-angle, formed by the intersection of the line drawn from the anterior 

superior iliac spine (ASIS) to the midpoint of the patella and the line drawn from the tibial 
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tubercle to the midpoint of the patella, that predispose the patella to increased lateral forces.  The 

propensity for females to land in a valgus alignment increases the Q angle, as the patella is 

displaced medially with respect to the ASIS with pelvic instability, therefore increasing strain on 

the ligamentous structures of the knee joint (Powers, 2010).  

 

Similarly, females present certain anthropometric factors, such as a narrower femoral 

intercondylar notch, that increases their risk of ACL injury.  However, these factors are 

controversial.  Where Shelbourne et al. (1998), found a smaller notch to be associated with a 

smaller, weaker, and thus more likely to be injured ACL, Anderson et al., (2001) and Lombardo 

et al. (2005) found no such association.  Biological factors such as the relative amount of 

testosterone in females as compared to males can also account for the higher prevalence of ACL 

injuries in females.  Because testosterone mediates significant increases in muscular power, 

strength and coordination, past puberty, males generally have greater control over pelvic and 

lower-limb stability (Hewett et al., 2005). Other biological factors associated with their increased 

risk of ACL injury include a female’s propensity for a greater body-mass-index (BMI) 

(Uhorchak et al., 2003).  Although the reason behind the association between these risk factors 

and ACL injury is still in contention, they increase the prevalence and incidence of ACL injury 

in females. 

 

2.3 Treatment of ACL Injury 
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While females are three times more likely to injure their ACL, there has been an increase 

in the occurrence of injury over the past two decades for both males and females (Prodromos et 

al., 2007, LaBella et al., 2014).  This can be attributed to several factors, including the increased 

number of adolescents participating in organized sports and the increased demands of sport on 

the player (Jones et al., 2001, Majewski et al., 2006).  The increased incidence rate is 

problematic as injury at an early age can have serious long-term health consequences that limit 

participation in future sport and increases the chances of chronic pain and future disability 

(Lohmander et al., 2004).  Thus, to mitigate long-term problems, solutions to instability and 

treatment options are of great importance.   

 

A non-operative course of treatment, also known as a conservative treatment plan, uses 

rehabilitation protocols, rehabilitation tools, and sports restrictions to combat instability.  

Graduated rehabilitation protocols in the conservative course start during the first 3 months 

following surgery.  They generally tend to emphasize full extension exercises, immediate weight 

bearing, active range-of-motion, patellar mobilization, proprioceptive exercises, endurance 

training and closed-chain exercises aimed at strengthening of the quadriceps, hamstrings, hip 

flexors and core musculature.  Straight line jogging, plyometric exercises and sports-specific 

exercises are added after 4-6 months.  In this course of treatment, young adults generally return 

to their chosen sport between 7-9 months following surgery (LaBella et al., 2014).  Because 

many ACL injuries occur in high-level sports a half-year activity restriction may seem drastic to 

those whose goal is to return to sport.  The patient’s inability to participate in his or her chosen 

sport or occupation can affect their quality-of-life.  As such, a clinician has the option of 

suggesting a surgical course of treatment if a conservative approach does not seem adequate.   
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The surgical approach to treating an ACL injury has undergone an evolution over the last 

century.  The first reported use of an extra-articular ACL surgery was performed in 1907 by Fritz 

Lange, who placed silk sutures across the joint space to treat knee instabilities. However, extra-

articular procedures did not remain the popular choice as they did not improve functional 

outcomes over time and left residual instability that allowed degenerative changes such as knee 

osteoarthritis.  Thus, the more effective intra-articular ACL surgery became the more popular 

procedure (Dodds et al., 2011).   

  

While exploring options for an intra-articular ACL repair, a direct primary repair is not a 

viable option.  This is because the ACL is usually found torn off its femoral attachment which 

does not leave enough ligament to connects torn ACL fibers with the proximal attachment 

(Samuelsson et al., 2013).  Therefore, instead of directly repairing the damaged ACL, graft 

materials were used to reconstruct the ACL. Grafts can be both autografts; bone and tissue grafts 

taken from the patient’s own body and fixed into the intra-articular site, or allografts, grafts taken 

from synthetic materials or materials harvested from donated cadavers.  However, the potential 

risk of viral diseases such as HIV and hepatitis C along with a higher failure rate associated with 

allografts have made autografts more common (Rasmussen et al., 1994, Smith et al., 1996, Miller 

et al., 2002, Rihn et al., 2006, Pallis et al., 2012, Shino et al., 1984).   

 

The most popular autographs are the bone-patellar tendon-bone (B-PT-B) graft and the 

hamstring tendon graft.  The B-PT-B graft became very popular because its strength and stiffness 

was comparative to the native ACL.  For the B-PT-B graft, the proximal part of the patellar 
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tendon is removed along with a small block of bone from the patella and tibial tubercle (Jones, 

1963, Cowan, 1963, Bruckner 1966).  Once the tendon is removed, holes are drilled into the 

bone remnants left at the end, nicknamed bone-plugs.  The graft is then placed through holes 

drilled in the tibia and femur and secured by sutures threaded through the bone plugs and into the 

bone (Schindler et al., 2012, Samuelsson et al., 2013). Alternatively, the proximally-based 

hamstrings tendon graft from the gracilis or semitendinosus muscle became a popular option 

because it was well-suited for a double-bundle ACL reconstruction.  Once removed from the 

hamstrings, the tendon can be folded into three or four bands and placed into holes drilled into 

the tibia and femur. By attaching the “double-bundle” hamstring graft close to its native 

anatomic femoral attachment, the graft can effectively mimic the natural twisting between the 

two graft bundles during flexion (Schindler et al., 2012, Samuelsson et al., 2013).   

 

Further more, the more frequent use of arthroscopic instrumentation has allowed surgeons 

to consider more intricate procedures that has led to the inception of the endobutton, an 

extracortical ligament suspensory device that locks the graft against the cortex of the femoral 

condyle (Dandy & Jackson 1975).  This fixation method has worked well to anchor the 

hamstring grafts at the femoral tunnel, providing strength and stiffness for hamstring tendon 

grafts comparable to the B-PT-B grafts (Wilson et al., 1999).   

 

Along with the durability of its fixation, the functional similarity between the hamstring 

tendon and native ACL is perhaps why the hamstring tendon graft has been associated with 

lower rates of post-surgical complications and graft failure as compared to the B-PT-B graft 

(Franke, 1976, Dandy et al., 1982).  Furthermore, because the body does not have a true 
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functional substitute for the patellar tendon in the extensor mechanism, the B-PT-B graft has 

been found to lead to long-term problems such as quadriceps weakness, patellar tendonitis and 

rupture (Almekinders, et al., 1995, Marder et al., 1991 Pinczewski et al., 2007, Mohtadi et al., 

2011).  Conversely, the hamstring tendon reconstruction usually requires a longer healing time 

and eliminates the protective stabilizing action of the hamstrings in movements that involve the 

knee flexor mechanism (Cerulli et al., 2003).  In addition, prospective randomized studies have 

reported similar results in terms of subjective outcomes between the hamstring tendon graft and 

B-PT-B graft (Aglietti et al., 2004).  Considering this conflicting evidence, it is unclear as to 

which graft option provides the best option for ACL reconstruction. Each choice comes with 

clinical tradeoffs that are compounded with the more serious complications of surgery, such as 

adverse reactions to anesthesia, that should be carefully weighed against the success of a 

rehabilitation course of treatment in relation to the patient’s recovery goals (Fithian et al., 2005). 

 

2.4 Clinical Tests of ACL Injury 

 

To help both the clinician and patient weigh their options and decide on either a surgical 

or a rehabilitation course of treatment, as much information as possible is needed about the 

degree of injury and functional ability of the knee.  Thus, a clinical test or tests that provide a 

comprehensive clinical and functional analysis of injury is necessary to adequately assess the 

injury and decide on a course of treatment.  Examples of some clinical tests of ACL injury are 

the Lachman’s Test and the Anterior Drawer Test (Ahlden et al., 2012).  In a Lachman’s test, the 

patient lays supine with the knee in 10°-20° degrees of flexion, while the tibia is pulled anteriorly 
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relative to the femur by the examiner.  In a positive test, the tibia of the injured leg can be 

noticeably subluxed anteriorly as it is drawn forward compared to the uninjured leg.  Similarly, 

in the Anterior Drawer Test the tibia is drawn anteriorly with the knee bent in 60°-90° of flexion.  

An excessive amount of tibial translation (greater than 5-10mm of anterior displacement) and/or 

lack of a firm end-point indicates injury to the ACL.  

  

Although both the Lachman’s test and Anterior Drawer test are repeatable and sensitive 

tests of ACL injury (Ahlden et al., 2012), both tests measure injury in one plane of movement 

and, as such, fail to measure the pivot-shift phenomenon.  As stated previously, the pivot-shift 

phenomenon represents the feeling of “giving-way” at the knee that occurs when injured ACLs 

are faced with the anterolateral instability associated with the cutting maneuver.  The 

phenomenon greatly hinders movement and prevents someone from completing something as 

simple as a turn or as complicated as a cutting maneuver and, thus, is both a symptom of ACL 

injury and an indicator of functional ability (Galway et al., 1980, Loose, 1982, Matsumoto, 1990, 

Bull 1998).  It then follows that an appropriate clinical test of injury and level of functional 

ability is one that measures this phenomenon.  The pivot-shift phenomenon is a multi-planar 

movement that involves two main components: translation, anterior subluxation of the lateral 

tibial plateau followed by its reduction, and rotation of the tibia relative to the femur. Neither the 

Lachman’s nor the Anterior Drawer tests measure the dynamic anterolateral and rotational 

instability created at the knee during the pivot-shift phenomenon and, as a result, their ability to 

measure the pivot-shift phenomenon and diagnose the level of functional ability of the knee is 

limited (Zaffagnini et al., 2013).  
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A more relevant test of the ACL’s functional ability and the level of injury is a test that 

mimics the dynamic instability created along multiple axes during the pivot-shift phenomenon.  

Thus, researchers have examined the Pivot-Shift Test, a manual test of ACL injury that elicits the 

feeling of giving-way through clinical simulation of the pivot-shift phenomenon (Kocher et al., 

2004, Zaffagini et al., 2013).  During the Pivot-Shift Test the examiner applies a strong valgus 

(medially directed) force to the lateral side of the extended knee held in 20°-30° of hip flexion 

while simultaneously rotating the tibia internally to increase rotary instability.  The examiner 

then brings the knee from extension into flexion back to extension again. A positive test is 

graded on a 3-point scale that measures the feeling of the tibia reducing spontaneously when the 

knee moves through 20°-40° of flexion (Katz et al., 1986, Bull et al., 1999).  The grade assigned 

during the Pivot-Shift Test is associated with the functional ability at the knee; the ability to 

return to sports and prior activities, the ability to cut and twist in movement, and patient 

satisfaction following the outcome of ACL surgery (Kocher et al., 2005, Ahlden et al., 2012).  In 

summary, because the Pivot-Shift Test is the only test to both simulate the mechanism of injury 

in multiple degrees of freedom and produce the symptom of dynamic laxity and anterolateral 

rotary instability at the knee joint seen in the giving-way phenomenon, it is the clinical test with 

the highest specificity for ACL injury (Bull et al., 1999, Kocher et al., 2005, Benjaminse et al., 

2006, Ahlden et al. 2012, Lopomo et al., 2012, Borgstrom et al., 2015). 

 

2.5 Quantitative Assessment of the Pivot-Shift Test 
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The Pivot-Shift Test is the only test that provides a dynamic analysis of anterolateral and 

rotary knee laxity in ACL compromised subjects but when researchers first tried to assess the 

correlation between the pivot-shift phenomenon and ACL injury there was no consensus on what 

constituted a positive test.  This is because there was no standardized grading system for the test 

at that time and diagnosing a positive test was subject to the examiner’s experience in 

performing and assessing the test (Lucie et al., 1982).  Furthermore, the force and speed used 

during the Pivot-Shift Test was not, and perhaps cannot be, standardized, which limited the test’s 

inter-rater reliability (Lucie et al., 1982).  Thus, the parameters that act as a marker for a positive 

test, such the speed of subluxation of the tibia relative to the femur, are highly variable in the 

subjective assessment (Lucie et al., 1982, Kopf et al., 2012. Ahlden et al., 2012).  

 

The first objective grading system for the Pivot-Shift Test was developed to reduce the 

variability associated with the test (Jakob et al., 1987).  Clinicians would grade a positive pivot-

shift on a 3-point grading scale based on the progression of mild anterolateral laxity at the knee 

with increasing degrees of anterior displacement of the tibia.  A grade 1 pivot-shift represented 

minimal anterior translation of the lateral tibial plateau underneath the femur in extension at the 

beginning of the test and a small and gentle gliding reduction when the examiner internally 

rotated the tibia and guided the knee through 20°-40° of flexion. A grade 2 pivot-shift 

represented a larger displacement at the extension of the leg and a definite “clunk” feeling with a 

rapid, gross reduction of the tibia.  A grade 3 pivot-shift was marked by pronounced 

anteromedial laxity in the neutral, extended starting positon and by a severely pronounced clunk 

feeling when the tibia was reduced in flexion (Jakob et al., 1987).  This grading scale was later 

modified by Bach et al. (1988) where a score of 0 was given with no anterior subluxation of the 
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tibia in an extended position of the knee and no reduction of the tibia through flexion.  

Furthermore, a score of 1 was given with a slight slip at reduction; a score of 2 was given for a 

moderate slip; and a score of 3 was given for momentary locking when the examiner 

manipulated the knee and the tibia was reduced through 10-20° of flexion. 

 

During the next decade, various other scoring systems were created to objectively assess 

the Pivot-Shift Test and the associated phenomena.  In an attempt to create a common objective 

scoring system of injury with discrete quantified grades of ACL injury and its surrounding 

structures, the International Knee Documentation Committee (IKDC) created a standard 

evaluation form in which knee laxity and the quality of both the joint and ligament status would 

be defined and quantized using multiple physical tests of measurement including the Pivot-Shift 

Test.  This was done by defining how much displacement, anteroposterior translation, posterior 

sag and valgus/varus rotation of the knee, tibia, femur and fibula that would constitute an injured 

ACL.  For example, a knee that demonstrated less than 3 or greater than 5 mm translation of the 

tibia as compared to the femur qualified as abnormal.  Additionally, the end-point feel of the test, 

the level of resistance produced by the structures at the knee felt at the end of the manual 

examination, was also defined.  End-points were found to be abnormal when the examiners felt a 

“clunk” or a gross, rapid reduction of the tibia in flexion.  Based on this scoring system 

examiners could reach a consensus on what did or did not qualify as an ACL injury (Hefti et al., 

1993, Ahlden et al., 2013, Zaffagini et al., 2013). 

  

Although the standard IKDC form created a common system of quantification for the 

examiners to assess the ACL’s level of injury, determining how much anterolateral displacement 
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had occurred at the knee joint during the Pivot-Shift test that would place that ACL at a certain 

level of injury was still based on the examiner’s subjective assessment.  Additionally, the force 

and speed by which examiners performed the test was not standardized.  Thus, variability still 

existed between the grades assigned to ACL-deficient knees by various examiners and it became 

imperative to seek out methods by which the variability of the Pivot-Shift Test could be reduced. 

 

To eliminate the examiner’s subjective assessment of the Pivot-Shift Test, researchers 

sought out objective assessments of knee laxity.  Two-dimensional (2-D) imaging techniques and 

minimally invasive tools of knee joint kinematic analysis, such as functional magnetic resonance 

imaging (fMRI) and radiographic imaging, permitted direct visualization of bone motion during 

the Pivot-Shift Test.  However, these measurements were limited to two dimensions and as such 

were not functionally relevant to the three-dimensional (3-D) pivot-shift phenomenon (Tashman 

et al., 2004).  Furthermore, the space within a fMRI machine could not accommodate both the 

examiner and range of motion necessary to simulate the pivot-shift. Alternatively, 3-D dynamic 

radiostereometric analysis (RSA), the “gold standard” in joint motion analysis due to its 

resolution (within 0.2 mm of tibial translation and 0.3° in rotation), was used to analyze the in-

vivo joint motion’s 3-D kinematics during the Pivot-Shift Test.   RSA involved inserting 

multiple tantalum markers with the diameter of 0.08 to 0.16 mm in the bone of the femur and 

tibia.  During dynamic motion, the position of the markers and the movement of the anatomical 

structures were recorded via two radiographic projections (Tashman et al., 2004, Kärrholm et al., 

2006, Ahlden et al., 2013).   
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Navigation systems, like RSA, are reliable tools of measurement and can quantify laxity 

during the Pivot-Shift test intra-operatively.  With optical targets fixed to pins drilled into the 

tibia and femur, the dynamic motion of the knee structures can be recorded (Lane et al., 2008).  

However, the use of both RSA and navigation systems is limited as the skeletal markers are 

extremely invasive as it needs to be drilled directly into bone (Kärrholm et al., 2006, Colombet et 

al., 2008, Zaffagini et al., 2013, Lane et al., 2013, Ahlden et al., 2013).  In response, RSA 

evolved and began to use the much less invasive model-based tracking systems by aligning 3-D 

CT scans with radiographic image pairs to assess dynamic motion (Tashman et al., 2004).  This 

method of quantification provided a non-invasive, precise measure of tibiofemoral kinetics.  

However, RSA was costly and exposed patients to extremely high levels of radiation, and as 

such, was deemed impractical for routine use during the Pivot-Shift Test in a clinical setting 

(Anderst et al., 2009, Ahlden at al., 2013).  

 

In search of a non-invasive, objective tool that would adequately quantify the 3-D 

dynamic movement of the Pivot-Shift Test, researchers investigated tri-axial electromagnetic 

tracking systems that could record motion kinematics in 6 degrees of freedom (motion and 

rotation alone and about the 3 principal axes) (Araujo et al., 2012, Zaffagnini et al., 2013).  

Several studies found that the variations in the acceleration parameters recorded by 

electromagnetic sensors on the tibia and femur, such as maximal and minimum tibial 

acceleration reached during the reduction of the lateral compartment during pivot-shift, 

correlated to the grade of injury assigned by the examiner.  Thus, these non-invasive 

electromagnetic tracking systems emerged as a potential tool to quantify the dynamic joint laxity 
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during the Pivot-Shift Test (Bull et al. 2002, Kubo et al. 2006, Hoshino et al. 2007, Bedi et al., 

2010, Ahlden et al., 2012, Lopomo et al., 2012). 

 

To test the efficacy of using tools similar to electromagnetic tracking systems that could 

record kinematic parameters to quantify the Pivot Shift Test, Ahlden et al. (2012) compared the 

correlations between the surgeon-assigned clinical grade of ACL injury and kinematic 

parameters recorded from an electromagnetic tracking system, tri-axial accelerometer, and 

simple image analysis.  The electromagnetic tracking system used both the position and 

orientation of the limbs to calculate acceleration parameters.  The tri-axial accelerometer 

measured maximal acceleration, minimal acceleration and the range of acceleration without the 

use of orientation or rotation data.  Finally, in the simple image analysis, small target stickers 

were placed on surface landmarks of the knee and the kinematic data was extracted from the 

video footage.  The study found that accelerations from the electromagnetic tracking system and 

the maximal tibial acceleration recorded by the accelerometer both correlated well with the 

clinical grade.  Furthermore, parameters such as the “slope” (an indicator of the speed of 

reduction) of tibial acceleration, as opposed to the range of acceleration and tibial rotation, 

correlated best with the clinical grade. Similarly, Lopomo et al. (2012) showed good reliability 

of the accelerometer measures and good correlation of those measures with the navigation 

system results (the gold standard) when trying to validate the use of tri-axial accelerometers to 

quantify the Pivot-Shift Test. Because differences in the parameters of acceleration of injured 

knees showed good correlation with the clinical grade assigned, researchers concluded that the 

accelerometer was a valid tool in assessing dynamic joint laxity during the Pivot-Shift Test. 
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Thus, acceleration emerged as an extremely important parameter in assigning a clinical 

grade to the Pivot-Shift Test.  Acceleration parameters, such as the slope of tibial acceleration 

obtained from tri-axial accelerometers, were found to be about 70% accurate (Lopomo et al., 

2012).  Borgstrom et al. (2015) aimed to improve the level of accuracy in diagnosing and 

assigning a clinical grade of injury by using inertial sensors equipped with an accelerometer, 

gyroscope and magnetometer.  To accomplish this, 23 parameters were computed for two phases 

of the Pivot-Shift Test; the flexion phase, where the knee is flexed and tibia is reduced with 

internal rotation and the extension phase, where the knee is extended and the tibia subluxed with 

external rotation.  Kinematic parameters were adjusted based on the orientation of the tibia and 

femur.  To distinguish which parameters were the most important in predicting the pivot-shift 

grade and estimate the grade of injury, the parameters were subjected to a principle component 

analysis, regression analysis, and classifier system to grade each test.  As with prior research, 

Borgstrom et al. (2015) found that peak net tibial acceleration of the Pivot-Shift Test were the 

two features most strongly correlated to ACL grade.  After developing a grading system based on 

the acceleration parameters, 94% of patients were correctly graded when compared to the grade 

assigned by the examiner.  This was a significant improvement to the sensitivity when using 

acceleration as a measure of the Pivot-Shift Test.  
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2.6 Limitations of Quantitative Assessment 

 

The increase in accuracy achieved by Borgstrom et al. (2015) in correctly diagnosing 

ACL injury was due, in part, to the use of orientation to correct for the effect of gravity in the 

acceleration measures.  Their results are important because it proved that the level of injury 

assessed using the Pivot-Shift Test could be accurately quantified based on a grading system 

developed using objective sensor data.  However, the clinical relevance of the study was limited 

because the subjects were anesthetized during the pivot-shift examinations to eliminate the 

effects of surrounding structures. 

 

Although a deficiency in ACL function is heralded as the primary cause of the pivot-shift 

phenomenon (Masamoto, 1990), the surrounding structures of the knee play an important role in 

the pivot-shift.  In combination with an ACL injury, instability in the secondary restraints to 

rotary knee laxity, which include the collateral ligaments, iliotibial tract (IT) and surrounding 

musculature, act to alter the feeling of giving-way at the knee during the pivot-shift phenomenon 

(Galway et al., 1980, Bull et al. 2002).  This was exemplified by Jakob et al. (1981) who 

investigated a series of sequential lesions on the knee structures of 20 fresh cadavers.  They 

found that the pivot-shit effect was enhanced by cutting the middle third of the lateral capsular 

ligament and fibular collateral ligament.  Conversely, for the pivot-shift to take place, the medial 

collateral ligament (MCL) needed to be intact so that the applied valgus force could build up 

enough contact pressure in the lateral compartment. By sectioning the MCL, researchers found 

that the pivot-shift phenomenon was dampened.  These results were consistent with a study done 
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by Musahl et al. (2010) who concluded that the tension of the lateral soft tissues of the knee are 

important secondary restraints to anterolateral rotary laxity in the ACL-deficient knee after a 

lateral meniscectomy but not a medial meniscectomy.   

 

More important than the MCL to the pivot-shift phenomenon is the presence or absence 

of the IT band.  Jakob et al. (1981) concluded that the IT band, positioned directly superficial to 

the anterolateral capsule, was a compartmental structure that served as a primary lateral restraint 

and as a secondary restraint to anterior translation and internal tibial rotation (Jakob et al., 1981, 

Suero et al., 2011). In agreement, Matsumoto (1990) reported that without the IT band the pivot-

shift phenomenon would not be observed in the ACL-deficient knee because the lateral tibial 

plateau would remain anteriorly subluxed.  Furthermore, Losee et al. (1983) stated that the IT 

band was instrumental in guiding the reduction of the tibia during the pivot-shift and without it 

the pivot-shift phenomenon would be absent.  Most recently, a study done by Suero et al. (2012) 

found that the magnitude of anterior tibial translation was increased as the constraints of the IT 

band were removed.  Thus, much controversy still exists to whether the sectioning of the IT 

enhances or reduces the effect of the pivot-shift phenomenon.   

 

Finally, the most important limitation to studies that have tried to quantify the pivot-shift 

phenomenon has been their disregard for the effects of muscular guarding.  Equilibrium of the 

knee joint requires a synergy between agonistic muscles, such as the quadriceps that increase 

ACL tensile force, and antagonistic muscles, such as the hamstrings that preserve joint stability.  

Contributions from muscles that act as secondary restraints to the ACL can compensate for an 

injured ACL by increasing their level of contraction.  In other words, antagonists to anterior 
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tibial displacement can assist in a muscular guarding strategy to restrain motion and allow little 

to no displacement at the knee during the pivot-shift movement (Kuroda et al., 2012).  It is well 

documented that knee flexor muscles, such as the hamstring muscle groups, act as secondary 

restraints to ACL function.  A primary reflexive arc exists between the ACL mechanoreceptors 

and the hamstring muscles.  This allows the muscle to guard against excess ligament strain by 

contracting to minimize the excessive forward shifting of the tibia relative to the femur (Schultz 

et al., 1984, Zimney et al., 1986).   

 

Because muscular guarding can limit knee motion following an ACL injury, it follows 

that guarding can limit the evaluation of the ACL ligament in any manual examination (Cimino 

et al., 2010).  Although few studies have assessed how muscle guarding affects the pivot-shift 

phenomenon, muscular guarding has been observed to eliminate the anterior displacement of the 

tibia in the Anterior Drawer Test and to a lesser degree in the Lachman’s Test (Iversen et al., 

1989), and significantly reduce the sensitivity of the Pivot-Shift Test (Noyes et al., 1991, 

Dondaldson et al 1985.).  In 1985 Walla et al. examined voluntary control, a conscious effort to 

diminish the pivot-shift phenomenon by contracting the lateral hamstrings, and reflexive control, 

the unconscious tension created in the hamstrings to mitigate the pivot-shift, during the Pivot-

Shift Test.  They found that attenuation of the pivot-shift test was present in 95% of patients, 

67% of which could completely prevent the pivot-shift phenomenon from occurring on either a 

voluntary or reflexive basis.  Additionally, a study conducted by Donaldson et al. in 1989 found 

that a positive test for ACL injury was reported for 35% of knees in non-anesthetized patients but 

for 98% of the knees in those under anesthetic.   
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Thus, the accuracy of manual examination of the pivot-shift phenomenon in the injured 

knee and its subsequent quantification is subject to not only to the ACL’s level of injury but to 

the integrity of the surrounding structures.  Despite the importance that muscular guarding plays 

in an accurate diagnosis using the Pivot-Shift Test, most studies that have quantified the pivot-

shift phenomenon have been conducted on patients under anesthetic.  As such, it is imperative 

that research aimed at quantifying the Pivot-Shift Test be conducted on non-anesthetized 

patients, as well as patients under anesthetic, to assess the accuracy of using such tools for 

diagnosing the level of injury. 
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Chapter 3 

Methods 

3.1 Participants 

 

Based on data from Borgstrom et al. (2015) who reported the maximal tibial and femoral 

acceleration recorded via inertial sensors, a sample-size of fourteen participants (twenty-eight 

legs) was estimated.  In this study, we were able to recruit twelve patients (23 knees; 8 females, 4 

males) who were scheduled for unilateral ACL reconstructive surgery with no prior history of 

injury to the intra-articular structures of the knee were recruited from the patient list generated by 

their orthopedic surgeon, Dr. Davide Bardana.  These participants were tested on the day of their 

reconstructive surgery pre-operatively and intra-operatively.  All participants signed a letter of 

informed consent prior to participation. 

 

 ACL-deficient participants were otherwise in good health, ranging in age from 19 to 55 

years old with an average age of 25 years old.  All patients had an ACL tear diagnosed using 

magnetic resonance imaging, which was confirmed intraoperatively. Two patients (16.7%) had 

acquired the injury through a non-traumatic sudden, incident, 7 patients (58.3%) had acquired an 

injury through a traumatic, non-contact incident, and 3 patients (25%) had acquired injury 

through a traumatic, contact incident.  One patient had a failed previous ACL reconstruction and 

was about to undergo revision ACL reconstruction.  One patient had a confirmed ACL tear in 

both knees, and as such, only the knee being operated on was tested for the Pivot Shift Study.  
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Further details about the patient demographic including the patient’s level of injury before 

surgery can be found in Appendix B, Table B.1. 

 

3.2 Questionnaires 

 

Following the signing a letter of informed consent, the participant completed a subjective 

knee evaluation portion of the IKDC 2000 form that included questions pertaining to their 

demographic information and general health.  Furthermore, the subjective portion of the IKDC 

2000 form asked patients to rank their level of pain and functional ability on various scales.  The 

physical knee examination and surgical assessment portion of the IKDC 2000 form was 

completed post-operatively by the surgeon conducting the reconstructive surgery.  The physical 

knee examination portion was what this study referred to for the clinical grade.  On the form, the 

surgeon graded the knee from 0-3 based on the how the Pivot-Shift Test felt relative to the 

contralateral, uninjured knee.  A grade of 0 represented a normal knee, a grade of 1 represented a 

nearly normal knee that presented a “gliding” reduction, a grade of 2 represented an abnormal 

knee that presented a “clunky” reduction, and a grade of 3 represented a severely abnormal knee 

that presented with a “gross” reduction of the tibia relative to the femur during the Pivot-Shift 

Test. 
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3.3 Instrumentation 

 

To assess muscle activation (“guarding”) eight Delsys Trigno wireless electromyographic 

(EMG) sensors that record muscle activity at 1926 Hz (CMRR <-80dB, butterworth filter design) 

were attached to the lower limb.  The EMG sensors were placed on the vastus medialis, the 

lateral and medial head of the biceps femoris, the lateral and medial gastrocnemius and the 

tibialis anterior muscle according to SENIAM guidelines (refer to Table 3.1 and Figure 3.1).  To 

gather acceleration data from the tibia and femur, two Delsys Trigno EMG sensors that 

contained tri-axial accelerometers were attached to the upper and lower leg.  One sensor was 

placed on the mechanical long axis of the thigh, 2/3rds of the distance between the greater 

trochanter and the superior patella and the other was placed on the mechanical long axis of tibia, 

1/3rd of the distance between the lateral aspect of the tibial tubercle and Gerdy’s tubercle.  

Sensors were placed on one leg, used for testing and then moved to the next leg for testing. The 

placement of sensors along the mechanical long axis of either segment are consistent with 

previous studies that have analyzed tibial/femoral accelerations (Borgstrom et al., 2015, 

Zaffagnini et al., 2013, Ahldén et al., 2012, Lopomo et al., 2012). 
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Figure 3.1: Anterior (A.) and posterior (B.) view of EMG electrodes placed on the vastus 
lateralis (VL), rectus femoris (RF), vastus medialis (VM), tibialis anterior (TA), semitendinosus 
(ST), biceps femoris (BF), gastrocnemius medialis (GM) and gastrocnemius lateralis (GL) 
muscles, and accelerometers placed on the femur (F) and tibia (T) aligned with the long-axis of 
the bone on the right leg. 
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Table 3.1: Muscle group’s bilateral electrode placement, orientation and the muscle group’s 
maximum isometric voluntary contraction test instructions adapted from Seniam.org 
 
Muscle  Sensor Location Sensor Orientation MVIC Test 
Quadriceps 
Femoris-  
Rectus Femoris 

50% of the 
distance from the 
anterior superior 
iliac spine to the 
superior part of 
the patella 

In the direction of 
the line from the 
anterior superior 
iliac spine to the 
superior part of the 
patella 

The knee was extended 
without rotating the thigh 
while applying pressure 
against the leg above the 
ankle in the direction of 
flexion 
 Quadriceps 

Femoris- 
Vastus Medialis 

80% of the 
distance between 
the anterior 
superior iliac 
spine and the 
joint space in 
front of the 
anterior border of 
the medial 
ligament. 

Almost 
perpendicular to 
the line between 
the anterior 
superior iliac spine 
and the joint space 
in front of the 
anterior border of 
the medial 
ligament 

Quadriceps 
Femoris-  
Vastus Lateralis 

2/3rd of the 
distance from the 
anterior spina 
iliac superior to 
the lateral side of 
the patella 

In the direction of 
the muscles fibres 

Biceps Femoris 50% of the 
distance between 
the ischial 
tuberosity and the 
lateral epicondyle 
of the tibia 

In the direction of 
the line between 
the ischial 
tuberosity and the 
lateral epicondyle 
of the tibia 

The leg was pressed 
against proximal to the 
ankle in the direction of 
knee extension 
 

Semitendinosus 50% of the 
distance between 
the ischial 
tuberosity and the 
medial 
epicondyle of the 
tibia. 

In the direction of 
the line between 
the ischial 
tuberosity and the 
medial epicondyle 
of the tibia 

Tibialis Anterior 1/3rd of the 
distance between 
the tip of the 
fibula and the tip 

In the direction of 
the line between 
the tip of the fibula 
and the tip of the 
medial malleolus 

The leg was supported 
above the ankle joint in 
dorsiflexion and the foot 
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of the medial 
malleolus 

in inversion without 
extension of the great toe.   
Pressure was applied 
against the medial side, 
dorsal surface of the foot 
in the direction of plantar 
flexion of the ankle joint 
and eversion of the foot 

Gastrocnemius 
Muscle 
(Medialis and 
Lateralis) 

The most 
prominent bulge 
of the muscle 

In the direction of 
the leg 

The foot was put into 
plantar flexion of the with 
emphasis on pulling the 
heel upwards more than 
pushing the foot 
downwards 
Pressure was applied 
against the forefoot and 
the calcaneus 

 

3.4 Normalization Protocol 

 

Once instrumented, the participant performed four maximum voluntary isometric 

contractions (MVIC) on each leg.  One MVIC was performed for the quadriceps muscle group, 

one for the hamstring muscle group, one for the tibialis anterior muscle and one for the 

gastrocnemius muscle. The MVICs were used to normalize the muscular activity recorded during 

the pivot-shift manoeuver, allowing comparison between participants.  To perform a MVIC for 

the quadriceps muscle group the researcher stood beside the participant, held the leg at the 

gastrocnemius, lifted and bent the knee to 60° of flexion (as to mimic the flexion position of the 

pivot-shift test), then asked the participant to extend their bent leg bent against the researcher’s 

hand with as much force as they could produce for 7 seconds.  The participant then performed 

another MVIC for the hamstring muscle group, where they were instructed to flex their leg, still 
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bent to 60° at the knee, with as much force as they could produce against the researcher’s hand 

on the participant’s tibialis anterior for 7 seconds.  For the tibialis anterior muscle MVIC, the 

researcher placed their hand on the back of the participant’s knee and at the top of their foot.  

The participant was then instructed to dorsiflex against the researcher’s hand as hard as they 

could for 7 seconds.  Finally, for the MVIC of the gastrocnemius the researcher placed their hand 

behind the participant’s knee and on the bottom of their foot.  The participant was instructed to 

plantarflex as hard as they can against the researcher’s hand for 7 seconds.  The MVICs were 

performed in this manner so that maximum contractions would be generated in the position in 

which the Pivot-Shift Tests would be taken, with the patient lying on their back, and because 

time and space in pre-op was extremely limited.  After MVICs were taken on the uninjured leg 

they were removed and attached to the injured leg to take MVICs.  Following MVICs, sensors 

occasionally had to be returned to the base to recharge and then re-attached if the surgeon was 

delayed before taking pre-op Pivot-Shift Tests.  However, there was no time to take a new MVIC 

before re-attachment in pre-op once the surgeon was ready for the Pivot-Shift Test.  Thus, the 

placement of each Delsys electrode on each leg was marked using ink to ensure that sensors were 

placed in the identical location throughout the testing period.  
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3.5 The Pivot- Shift Protocol 

 

  Once the MVCs were collected, the surgeon preformed 10 successive pivot-shift 

manoeuvers in 30 seconds on each leg.  The surgeon started with the injured knee, where the 

most recent MVIC was taken, to limit the need to move EMG electrodes from their original 

MVIC placement.  For one complete cycle of the pivot-shift, the surgeon stood on the lateral side 

of the subject`s leg, and held the participant’s ankle and lifted the leg.  The surgeon rotated the 

tibia internally by 20° at the foot.  The surgeon then grasped the lateral portion of the lower leg at 

the level of the superior tibiofibular joint with their free hand increasing the force of the internal 

rotation.  While maintaining the internal rotation of the tibia, the surgeon applied a valgus stress 

on the knee while slowly flexing at the knee joint.  Having reached 60°-70° of flexion, the 

surgeon stopped the movement and carried the limb back to its original position, thus completing 

one cycle (Borgstrom et al., 2015, Lopomo et al., 2013). Once the 10 Pivot-Shift Test cycles 

were successively preformed on the injured leg, the sensors were then moved to the uninjured 

leg, and again, 10 successive Pivot-Shift Test cycles were completed. Once complete, the patient 

was prepped for surgery.  

 

Immediately following the administration of a general anesthesia in the operating room, 

the surgeon performed 10 successive Pivot-Shift Tests on the uninjured leg.  Then the sensors 

were removed, placed on the injured leg, and the surgeon preformed 10 successive Pivot-Shift 

tests.  All sensors were then removed and the patient proceeded through a regular course of ACL 

reconstructive surgery.  Following surgery, the surgeon then graded the intra-operative 
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anesthetized Pivot-Shift Test.  This was considered as the true grade of injury for this test.  A 

breakdown of the protocol is depicted in figure 2.0. 
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Figure 3.2: A graphical depiction of the protocol.  Sensors were moved to the opposite leg for testing on that limb.  Sensors were also 
occasionally moved to its recharging base between testing on the opposite leg if need be and between pre-op and intra-op if there were 
unforeseen complications while in transit to the operating room. 
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3.6 Data Treatment 

 

3.6.1 Filtering the Data 

 

Before analysis, both the acceleration data and the EMG data were filtered.  Both sets of 

data were de-trended to remove any linear bias by removing a best fit straight-line linear trend 

from the vector of the data, returning the residual vector.  The EMG data was then full-wave 

rectified by taking the absolute value of each data point.  In preliminary analysis of pilot data, 

acceleration data was found to lie in the range of the 0-7 Hz and much of the EMG data was 

found to reside in the range of 0-80 Hz.  As such, a double, low-pass Butterworth filter with cut-

off frequency of 7 Hz and 10 Hz was applied to the acceleration data and EMG data, 

respectively. 

 

3.6.2 Acceleration Analysis 

 

 

For the femur and tibia of each leg, the acceleration (!) data measured along the X, Y and 

Z axes (the superior/inferior or long-axis of the bone, medial/lateral, and anterior/posterior axis 

of the leg, respectively) was collected for 10 individual pivot-shift maneuvers or cycles.  An 

example of 7 cycles are depicted in figure 3.0. 
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Figure 3.3: The raw acceleration (units are in g/s2, the rate with respect to average gravitational 
acceleration of 9.80665 m/s2) in the long-axis of the injured tibia of 10 consecutive Pivot-Shift 
Tests performed in A. Pre-operatively and B. Intra-operatively. 
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To partition the 10 individual Pivot-Shift cycles, the point at which peak acceleration 

occurred, understood to be the moment of the pivot-shift phenomenon (Kopf et al., 2012), was 

manually identified as the maximal point of acceleration that preceded the minimum acceleration 

in each cycle of the long-axis of the tibia and femur using a custom Matlab program (R2016b, 

The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA).  Based on the methodology used by Kopf et al. (2012), 

the entire Pivot-Shift cycle was captured and sectioned using a window of ± 1 second around the 

peak acceleration of the long-axis of the bone (as shown in Figure 4.0).  

 

 
Figure 3.4: The time window of -1 second and +1 second around the raw maximum acceleration 
(in g/s2) for one cycle from 2.5 seconds to 5.5 seconds of the intra-operative Pivot-Shift Test in 
the long-axis of the tibia of the injured leg. 
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Next, the net acceleration was computed from the root sum of squares of the acceleration 

about the long-axis of the bone, medial-lateral axis and the anterior-posterior axis for each cycle, 

as depicted in equation 1.0: 

!	 = 	$!%& 	+	!(& +	!)&      Equation	1.0	

5ℎ787, !	:;	<ℎ7	=7<	!>>7?78!<:@=,	
	!%	:;	<ℎ7	!>>7?78!<:@=	:=	<ℎ7	A	!A:;	@8	<ℎ7	?@=B	!A:;	@C	<ℎ7	D@=7,	
	!(	:;	<ℎ7	!>>7?78!<:@=	:=	<ℎ7	E	!A:;	@8	<ℎ7	F7G:!?/?!<78!?	!A:;,		
!=G	!)	:;	<ℎ7	!>>7?78!<:@=	:=	<ℎ7	I	!A:;	@8	<ℎ7	!=<78:@8/J@;<78:@8	!A:;.	
	

The net acceleration was used so that the component of gravity could be removed by 

subtracting 1 unit of gravitational acceleration (9.80665 m/s2). With gravity removed, the 

outcome measures of net acceleration depicted in figure 5.0 were extracted from both the 

femoral and tibial accelerations and averaged across the 10 cycles: 

• !KL%	 : the maximum net acceleration  

• !KMN, : the minimum net acceleration  

• !OLNPQ	 : !KL%	  - !KMN	  the range of net acceleration  

• R̅ = 	 TL
TU [LWXY				LWZ[	]

: the first derivative of acceleration, known as the slope of net 

acceleration and a measure of the speed of the pivot-shift phenomenon (Lopomo et al., 

2011). 
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Figure 3.5: A representative cycle of the net acceleration (in g/s2) during the Pivot Shift Test on 
the injured tibia intra-operatively.  The net acceleration outcome measures extracted and 
averaged between each cycle were the maximum net acceleration, !KL%	, minimum net 
acceleration, !KMN,, range of acceleration, !OLNPQ	, and the slope of acceleration, R.̅ 
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3.7 Statistical Analysis 

 

3.7.1 Net Acceleration Analysis: A Repeated- Measures Factorial ANOVA 

 

The purpose of this study was to determine how quantification of ACL injury differed 

between the non-anesthetized and anesthetized state.  Therefore, the first step of analysis was to 

determine which outcome measure of net acceleration could differentiate between the injured 

and uninjured knee, and between pre-op and intra-op.  Thus, outcomes of tibial and femoral net 

acceleration for all participants were compared between conditions using a 2x2 repeated-

measures factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA).  A repeated-measured ANOVA was 

performed because experimental manipulation was carried out on the same participants, and as 

such, the variation in experimental results between participants was hypothesized to be made up 

of the effect of the experimental manipulation as well as individual differences (Field, 2012).  To 

determine how outcomes of net acceleration differed between conditions, the variance caused by 

experimental manipulation was broken down by systematically contrasting the outcomes of net 

acceleration between conditions.  More information on the ANOVA analysis and a breakdown of 

each contrast can be found in Appendix B. 
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3.7.2 Net Acceleration Versus Muscle Activity: A Regression Analysis 

From the ANOVA, it was determined that the slope of net tibial acceleration (RU̅), was 

significantly different between pre-op and intra-op.  We then wanted to understand if and how 

muscle activity related to the difference in the slope of net tibial acceleration on the injured leg 

between pre-op and intra-op (DRU̅]^), represented by equation 2.0.   

DRU̅]^ = 	 RU̅]OQ −	 RU̅^NUOL      Equation	2.0	

5ℎ787,DRU̅]^	:;	<ℎ7	G:CC787=>7	:=	<ℎ7	;?@J7	@C	=7<	<:D:!?	!>>7?78!<:@=	@=	<ℎ7	:=bc87G	?7B	D7<d77=	J87	
−@J	!=G	:=<8! − @J,	
RU̅]OQ	:;	<ℎ7	;?@J7	@C	=7<	<:D:!?	!>>7?7!8<:@=	@=	<ℎ7	:=bc87G	?7B	:=	J87 − @J,	
!=G	RU̅^NUOL	:;	<ℎ7	;?@J7	@C	=7<	<:D:!?	!>>7?78!<:@=	@=	<ℎ7	:=bc87G	?7B	:=<8! − @J.	

 
To understand how muscle activity related to DRU̅]^ , a linear regression analysis 

represented by the general equation 3.0 was conducted.  

e = 	(Dg +	Dh(Ah) +	D&(A&) + ⋯+	DN(ANM)) +	eM     Equation	3.0 

5ℎ787, e	:;	<ℎ7	G7J7=G7=<	@c<>@F7	k!8:!D?7, 
D0	:;	:=<78>7J<	>@=;<!=<	>@7CC:>:7=<,  
D1	:;	<ℎ7	>@7CC:>:7=<	@C	<ℎ7	J87G:><@8	k!8:!D?7	A1, 
D2		:;	<ℎ7	>@7CC:>:7=<	@C	J87G:><@8	k!8:!D?7	A2,	
	DN	:;	<ℎ7	>@7CC:>:7=<	@C	J87G:><@8	k!8:!D?7	@C	<ℎ7	=<ℎ	J87G:><@8, ANM, 
!=G	e:	:	;	<ℎ7	788@8	<78F	C@8	<ℎ7	:<ℎ	J!8<:>:J!=< 
 

Separate linear regression models (equations 4.0-7.0) were created using groups of 

muscles as predictor variables as to discern their independent relationship to DRU̅]^.  

DRU̅]^ 	= 	 (Dg +	Dlm(Alm) +	Dno(Ano) + Dnp(Anp)) + e   Equation	4.0 

5ℎ787,Db̅<rs	d!;	<ℎ7	G:CC787=>7	@C	<ℎ7	;?@J7	@C	=7<	<:D:!?	!>>7?78!<:@=	@=	<ℎ7	:=bc87G	?7B	
D7<d77=	<ℎ7	J87 − @J	!=G	:=<8! − @J,	
D0	d!;	:=<78>7J<	>@=;<!=<	>@7CC:>:7=<,			
Dtu	d!;	<ℎ7	>@7CC:>:7=<	@C	<ℎ7	J87G:><@8	k!8:!D?7	@C	vwx	Fc;>?7	!><:k:<E	C@8	<ℎ7	87><c;	C7F@8:;		
@C	<ℎ7	:=bc87G	?7B, 	Alm,		
Dyz	d!;	<ℎ7	>@7CC:>:7=<	@C	<ℎ7	J87G:><@8	k!8:!D?7	@C	vwx	Fc;>?7	!><:k:<E	C@8	<ℎ7	k!;<c;	?!<78!?:;		
@C	<ℎ7	:=bc87G	?7B, Ano,	
Dyw	d!;	<ℎ7	>@7CC:>:7=<	@C	<ℎ7	J87G:><@8	k!8:!D?7	@C	vwx	Fc;>?7	!><:k:<E	C@8	<ℎ7	k!;<c;	F7G:!?:;		
@C	<ℎ7	:=bc87G	?7B, Anp,		
!=G	e	d!;	<ℎ7	788@8.	
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DRU̅]^ = 	 (Dg +	Dlm(Alm) + D{m(A{m)) + e     Equation	5.0 

5ℎ787,Db̅<rs	d!;	<ℎ7	G:CC787=>7	@C	<ℎ7	;?@J7	@C	=7<	<:D:!?	!>>7?78!<:@=	@=	<ℎ7	:=bc87G	?7B	
D7<d77=	<ℎ7	J87 − @J	!=G	:=<8! − @J,	
D0	d!;	:=<78>7J<	>@=;<!=<	>@7CC:>:7=<,			
D}~	d!;	<ℎ7	>@7CC:>:7=<	@C	<ℎ7	J87G:><@8	k!8:!D?7	@C	vwx	Fc;>?7	!><:k:<E	C@8	<ℎ7	;7F:<7=G:=@;:;		
@C	<ℎ7	:=bc87G	?7B, 	A�Ä,		
DÅu	d!;	<ℎ7	>@7CC:>:7=<	@C	<ℎ7	J87G:><@8	k!8:!D?7	@C	vwx	Fc;>?7	!><:k:<E	C@8	<ℎ7	D:>7J;	C7F@8:;		
@C	<ℎ7	:=bc87G	?7B, A{m,	
!=G	e	d!;	<ℎ7	788@8.	
	

DRU̅]^ 	= 	 (Dg +	DÄÇ(AÄÇ)) + e      Equation	6.0 

5ℎ787,Db̅<rs	d!;	<ℎ7	G:CC787=>7	@C	<ℎ7	;?@J7	@C	=7<	<:D:!?	!>>7?78!<:@=	@=	<ℎ7	:=bc87G	?7B	
D7<d77=	<ℎ7	J87 − @J	!=G	:=<8! − @J,	
D0	d!;	:=<78>7J<	>@=;<!=<	>@7CC:>:7=<,			
D~Ñ	d!;	<ℎ7	>@7CC:>:7=<	@C	<ℎ7	J87G:><@8	k!8:!D?7	@C	vwx	Fc;>?7	!><:k:<E	C@8	<ℎ7	<:D:!?:;		
!=<78:@8	@C	<ℎ7	:=bc87G	?7B, AÄÇ,	
!=G	e	d!;	<ℎ7	788@8.	
	
DRU̅]^ 	= 	 (Dg +	DÖp(AÖp) + DÖo(AÖo)) + e     Equation	7.0 

5ℎ787,Db̅<rs	d!;	<ℎ7	G:CC787=>7	@C	<ℎ7	;?@J7	@C	=7<	<:D:!?	!>>7?78!<:@=	@=	<ℎ7	:=bc87G	?7B	
D7<d77=	<ℎ7	J87 − @J	!=G	:=<8! − @J,	
D0	d!;	:=<78>7J<	>@=;<!=<	>@7CC:>:7=<,			
Dxw	d!;	<ℎ7	>@7CC:>:7=<	@C	<ℎ7	J87G:><@8	k!8:!D?7	@C	vwx	Fc;>?7	!><:k:<E	C@8	<ℎ7	B!;<8@>=7F:c;		
F7G:!?:;	@C	<ℎ7	:=bc87G	?7B, AÖp,	
Dxz	d!;	<ℎ7	>@7CC:>:7=<	@C	<ℎ7	J87G:><@8	k!8:!D?7	@C	vwx	Fc;>?7	!><:k:<E	C@8	<ℎ7	B!;<8@>=7F:c;		
?!<78!?:;	@C	<ℎ7	:=bc87G	?7B, 	AÖo,		
!=G	e	d!;	<ℎ7	788@8.	
!=G	RU̅^NUOL	:;	<ℎ7	;?@J7	@C	=7<	<:D:!?	!>>7?7!8<:@=	@=	<ℎ7	:=	bc87G	?7B	:=	:=<8! − @J
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The non-normalized EMG muscular activity was used in the regression analysis of 

equations 3.0-5.0.  This is because we could not be confident the that MVICs were taken 

correctly during the data collection stage and that the normalized EMG muscular activity was not 

skewed by the MVIC.  When expressed as a percentage of the MVIC, normalized muscular 

activity was frequently much greater than 100% of the person’s maximum.  An example of the 

mean normalized muscular activity for each participant is depicted in figure 6.0.  

 

Figure 3.6:  The normalized muscle activity expressed as a % of the MVIC of the vastus 
lateralis, biceps femoris, tibialis anterior muscle of participants 1-12 in the injured leg 
during a Pivot-Shift Test in pre-op.  Muscle activity that is not displayed on the graph 
(such as for participant 8) was not collected.
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3.7.3 Net Acceleration Versus Clinical Grade: A Correlation Analysis 

 

The final step of analysis was to assess if injury could be quantified and how the 

quantification of injury differed between pre-op and intra-op.  Thus, a biserial correlation 

analysis was run between the clinical grade assigned by the surgeon on the IKDC 2000 form and 

the slope of net tibial acceleration on the injured leg (RU̅^) in pre-op and in intra-op, respectively.  

A biserial correlation analysis was also run between the clinical grade and the difference in the 

slope of net tibial acceleration between the injured and uninjured leg during the pivot-shift test in 

pre-op and intra-op (DRU̅^á), represented by equation 8.0. The DRU̅^á was used in the correlation 

analysis because clinicians assign a level of injury during the Pivot-Shift test on the IKDC 2000 

form based on how the pivot-shift phenomenon, or the feeling of giving-way at the knee, 

compares between the injured an uninjured knee. 

DRU̅^á = 	 RU̅^ −	 RU̅á          Equation	8.0	

5ℎ787,DRU̅^á	:;	<ℎ7	G:CC787=>7	:=	<ℎ7	;?@J7	@C	=7<	<:D:!?	!>>7?78!<:@=	D7<d77=	<ℎ7	:=bc87G	
	!=G	c=:=bc87G	?7B	:=	7:<ℎ78	J87 − @J	@8	:=<8! − @J,	
RU̅^	:;	<ℎ7	=7<	;?@J7	@C	<:D:!?	!>>7?78!<:@=	:=	<ℎ7	:=bc87G	?7B	:=	7:<ℎ78	J87 − @J	@8	:=<8! − @J,		
!=G	RU̅á	:;	<ℎ7	=7<	;?@J7	@C	<:D:!?	!>>7?78!<:@=	:=	<ℎ7	c=:=bc87G	?7B	:=	7:<ℎ78	J87 − @J	@8	:=<8!	
−@J.	
	

All statistical tests were performed using SPSS (V20, IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, 

USA). P values less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.   
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Chapter 4 

Results 

4.1 Net Acceleration Analysis 

 

The results of the 2x2 repeated-measures factorial ANOVA comparing the mean outcome 

measures of net acceleration of the femur and tibia between the injured and uninjured knee and 

between pre-op and intra-op are presented in table 3.0. The slope of net tibial acceleration (RU̅) 

was the only outcome measure found to be different between the injured leg and the uninjured 

leg (Absolute Mean Difference = 2.144 g/s, SE=0.81, 95% CI [3.983, 0.395], p<0.05), and 

between the pre-op and intra-op stage of surgery (Absolute Mean Difference = 1.92 g/s, 

SE=0.81, 95% CI [3.767, 0.797], p<0.05). 

Table 4.1: Pairwise comparison of the absolute mean difference in the outcomes of 
net acceleration for the maximum net acceleration, (!KL%	 in g/s2), minimum net 
acceleration, (!KMN	 in g/s2), range of net acceleration, (!OLNPQ	 in g/s2), and slope of 
net acceleration, (R ̅in g/s), between the pre-op and intra-op stage of surgery, and the 
injured and uninjured tibia and femur.  The absolute mean difference was 
considered statistically significant if p<0.05*. 

 

Acceleration Outcome 
Measure 

Femur Tibia 
Pre-Op vs. 
Intra-Op 

Injured vs. 
Uninjured 

Pre-Op vs. 
Intra-Op 

Injured vs. 
Uninjured 

âäâã	 
in g/s2  

Absolute Mean 
Difference 0.69 0.27 0.53 0.62 

Significance 0.07 0.40 0.08 0.19 

âäåç	 
in g/s2

 

Absolute Mean 
Difference 0.39 0.33 0.46 0.38 

Significance 0.12 0.18 0.11 0.46 

âéâçèê 
in g/s2

 

Absolute Mean 
Difference 0.30 0.06 0.07 0.24 

Significance 0.22 0.81 0.82 0.47 
ë ̅

in g/s 

Absolute Mean 
Difference 0.65 1.66 1.92* 2.14* 

Significance 0.50 0.07 0.04* 0.03* 
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4.1.1 Main Effect of Injury on the Slope of Net Tibial Acceleration 

 

Disregarding the stage of surgery, there was a difference between the injured and uninjured 

knee on the mean slope of net tibial acceleration (mean	RU̅).  As depicted in figure 7.0, contrasts 

revealed that the mean	RU̅ in the injured knee (mean = 4.96 g/s, SD= 7.6, 95% CI [6.69, 3.23]) 

was higher than mean	RU̅ in the uninjured knee (mean= 2.81 g/s, SE= 4.51, 95% CI [3.84, 1.80]), 

F (1,9) = 6.952, p= 0.027, r=0.66. 

 

 
Figure 4.1: The mean slope of the net tibial acceleration, mean	RU̅	(in g/s), in the 
injured and uninjured leg during the Pivot-Shift Test.  The mean	RU̅ during the Pivot-
Shift Test was significantly higher for the injured tibia as compared to the uninjured 
tibia, represented by p<0.05. 
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4.1.2 Main Effect of Stage of Surgery on the Slope of Net Tibial Acceleration 

 

Disregarding the level of injury between the two knees, there was a difference between pre-

op and intra-op on the mean slope of net tibial acceleration (mean	RU̅).  As depicted in figure 6.0, 

contrasts revealed that the mean	RU̅ in intra-op (mean = 4.85 g/s, SE= 0.76, 95% CI [6.57, 3.13]) 

was higher than the mean	RU̅ in pre-op (mean = 2.93 g/s, SE= 0.76, 95% CI [3.97, 1.89]), F (1,9) 

= 5.567, p<0.05, r= 0.62.   

 

 
Figure 4.2: The mean slope of the net tibial acceleration, mean	RU̅	(in g/s), during the 
Pivot-Shift Test in pre-op and intra-op.  The mean	RU̅ during the Pivot-Shift Test 
was significantly higher for patients intra-operatively, as compared to when they 
were in pre-op, represented by p<0.05. 
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No interactions were found in any of the mean outcome measures of femoral or tibial 

acceleration between intra-op and pre-op on the injured and uninjured knee.  As depicted in 

figure 7.0, there was a rise in the mean	RU̅	between the uninjured and injured knee in both pre-op 

and intra-op. 

 
Figure 4.3: The mean slope of net tibial acceleration, mean	RU̅,	(in g/s), during the Pivot-
Shift Test in pre-op and intra-op of the injured and uninjured knee. 

 

The acceleration outcome results for each participant, mean acceleration outcome results, 

the standard deviations and the respective significance levels for all conditions are presented in 

Appendix C.
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4.2 Net Acceleration Versus Muscle Activity 

 

The summary of each linear model predicting the dependent variable of the difference in the 

slope of net tibial acceleration on the injured leg between pre-op and intra-op (DRU̅]^) from 

independent predictor variables of muscular activity is presented in table 6.0.  From the linear 

regression analysis, it was determined that only the muscular activity of the semitendinosus 

model could explain a proportion of the variance in the DRU̅]^ (R2 = 0.36, Fchange (1,10) = 5.714, 

p<0.05). 

Table 4.2: Model summary for the regression analysis predicting the dependant variable of the 
difference in the slope of net tibial acceleration on the injured leg between pre-op and intra-op, 
DRU̅]^ (in g/s), from muscular activity (in V).  The levels of the hierarchy in the regression 
analysis are represented by A, B and C was reported.  The F statistic was considered statistically 
significant if p<0.05* 

Model Level Predictor 
Variables R2 

Change Statistic 
R2 

change 
F 

change 
DF 
1 

DF 
2 Sig. 

1 
A Semitendinosus 0.36 0.36 5.71* 1 10 0.04* 

B Semitendinosus, 
Biceps Femoris 0.45 0.08 1.34 1 9 0.28 

2 

A Rectus Femoris 0.10 0.10 1.14 1 10 0.31 

B Rectus Femoris, 
Vastus Lateralis, 0.10 0.00 0.00 1 9 0.99 

C 
Rectus Femoris, 
Vastus Lateralis, 
Vastus Medialis 

0.13 0.02 0.21 1 8 0.66 

3 A Tibialis Anterior 0.19 0.19 2.17 1 9 0.18 

4 

A Gastrocnemius 
Lateralis 0.25 0.25 2.94 1 9 0.12 

B 

Gastrocnemius 
Lateralis, 
Gastrocnemius 
Medialis 

0.25 0.01 0.05 1 8 0.83 
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The individual coefficients and their respective significance level from each linear 

regression model are presented in table 7.0.  In the linear model that predicted DRU̅]^	using the 

muscular activity of the semitendinosus muscle (1A), the semitendinosus muscular activity was a 

significant predictor of the outcome, (b = 0.60, t (10) = 2.390, p<0.05).  This indicated that as 

semitendinosus muscular activity increased by one V, the net slope of net tibial acceleration on 

the injured leg increased by 0.60 g/s from pre-op to intra-op. Additionally, in the linear model 

that predicted DRU̅]^	using the muscular activity of the semitendinosus muscle and the biceps 

femoris muscle (1B), the semitendinosus muscle activity was found to be a significant predictor 

of the outcome, (b = 0.61, t (10) = 2.465, p<0.05).  This indicated that as muscular activity 

increased by one V, the net slope of net tibial acceleration on the injured leg increased by 0.61 

g/s from pre-op to intra-op when the effects of the muscular activity of the biceps femoris was 

held constant.  
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Table 4.3: Standardized coefficients (b), their t-value and respective significance level for 
linear regression models 1-4 predicting the difference in the slope of net tibial acceleration on 
the injured leg between pre-op and intra-op,  DRU̅]^ (in g/s), by muscular activity predictor 
variables (in V). The levels of the hierarchy in the regression analysis are represented by A, B 
and C.  Coefficients were considered statistically significant if p<0.05*. 

 
 

 The mean EMG muscle activity in pre-op for each muscle on the injured leg is presented 

in Appendix D, Table D.1.  Furthermore, the details of the regression analysis predicting the 

DRU̅]^ from muscle activity including the correlation matrix, model summary, the ANOVA 

analysis and a more detailed depiction of the regression coefficients are presented in Appendix 

D. 

Model Level Predictor Variables b t Sig. 

1 

A (Constant)  2.29 0.05 
Semitendinosus 0.60* 2.39 0.04* 

B (Constant)  2.53 0.03 
Semitendinosus 0.61* 2.47 0.04* 

 Biceps Femoris -0.29 -1.16 0.28 

2 

A (Constant)  3.03 0.01 
Rectus Femoris -0.32 -1.07 0.31 

B (Constant)  2.87 0.02 
Rectus Femoris -0.31 -0.79 0.45 

 Vastus Lateralis -0.01 -0.02 0.99 
C (Constant)  2.48 0.04 

Rectus Femoris -0.43 -0.88 0.40 
 Vastus Lateralis 0.06 0.18 0.86 

  Vastus Medialis -0.18 -0.46 0.66 

3 A (Constant)  4.16 0.00 
Tibialis Anterior -0.44 -1.47 0.18 

4 

A (Constant)  2.65 0.03 
Gastrocnemius Lateralis 0.50 1.71 0.12 

B (Constant)  2.43 0.04 
Gastrocnemius Lateralis 0.49 1.58 0.15 

 Gastrocnemius Medialis -0.07 -.22 0.83 
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4.3 Net Acceleration Versus Clinical Grade 

 

The results of the correlation analysis run between the true clinical grade of injury assigned 

by the surgeon following surgery and the slope of net tibial acceleration on the injured leg ( RU̅^) 

in both pre-op and intra-op and the difference in the slope of net tibial acceleration between the 

injured and uninjured leg (DRU̅^á)	in both pre-op and intra-op are presented in table 4.0. 

Table 4.4: Correlations (Spearman’s rho) between the clinical grade of injury and the slope 
of net tibial acceleration on the injured leg, RU̅^	(in g/s), and the difference in the slope of net 
tibial acceleration between the injured and uninjured leg, DRU̅^á (in g/s), in pre-op and intra-
op for 9 participants. 

 
 
From 

the 

correlation analysis, no relationships, and weak correlations, were found between the clinical 

grade assigned and the pre-op RU̅^ (rb= 0.48, p= 0.11), pre-op DRU̅^á (rb= 0.12, p= 0.74), the intra-

op RU̅^ (rb= -0.35, p= 0.30), and the intra-op DRU̅^á	(rb= 0.04, p= 0.92).  Further details on the 

correlation analysis between clinical grade and RU̅^ and/or DRU̅^á can be found in Appendix E. 

 
  

Variables 
Grade 

of 
Injury 

Pre-Op 
ëì̅î 

Pre-Op 
Dëî̅ìï 

Intra-
Op 
ëî̅ì 

Intra-
Op 
Dëî̅ìï 

Grade 
of 

Injury 

Correlation 
Coefficient 

 
1 -0.48 0.12 -0.35 0.04 

Significance 
(2-tailed) 

 0.11 0.74 0.30 0.92 
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Chapter 5 

Discussion 

The Pivot-Shift Test is an important functional test of ACL injury that is limited by its 

subjective nature.  Over the last decade researchers have investigated how to quantify the test.  

Successful quantification has been achieved using navigation systems, electromagnetic sensors 

and inertial sensors.  The most recent study (Borgstrom et al., 2015) correctly diagnosed the level 

of injury with 77% accuracy using a classification system that used inertial sensor metrics.  

Although these results and the results of work preceding it have made strides towards 

objectifying the Pivot-Shift Test, a substantial barrier still exists.  Previous studies have all been 

conducted with patients under anaesthesia negating the contribution of muscular guarding from 

the surrounding structures of the knee.  This is a limiting factor because knee joint stability 

during translation and rotation requires both the tensile restraining force of the ACL and the 

coordinated input from the surrounding structures of the knee.  When injured, the surrounding 

structures of the knee compensate to fill in for an impaired ACL to protect the knee (Schulze et 

al., 1984, Zimney et al., 1986).  Because an anesthetized patient might respond differently to the 

Pivot-Shift Test compared to an non-anesthetized patient who experiences guarding effects, 

quantification of the Pivot-Shift Test might not be the same between states (Moyes et al., 1980, 

Donaldson et al., 1985, Kuroda et al., 2011).   

 

Therefore, the purpose of this study was to investigate whether a difference in the 

quantification of injury existed between the non-anesthetized and anesthetized state.  To 

accomplish this, outcome measures of net acceleration of the femur and tibia were recorded via 
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an accelerometer on both the injured and uninjured leg and compared during Pivot-Shift tests in 

pre-op, while the patient was non-anesthetized, and in intra-op, while the patient was under 

anesthetized and asleep. We assessed how the outcome measures differed between both the 

injured and uninjured leg and between pre-op and intra-op.  We then investigated if muscle 

activity could account for the differences between conditions.  Finally, the outcome measure of 

net acceleration, which was the only variable that differed between conditions, was compared to 

the clinical grade to assess if injury could be quantified and how the quantification differed 

between the non-anesthetized and anesthetized state.  

 

5.1 Net Acceleration Analysis 

 

 An ANOVA analysis compared the outcome measures of net acceleration between the 

injured and uninjured knee and between the pre-op and intra-op conditions.  Analysis showed 

that the mean slope of net tibial acceleration (RU̅), the only outcome measure that could 

differentiate between the injured and uninjured leg, was larger for the injured leg in both the pre-

op and intra-op conditions.  Because RU̅ is a measure of the rate of change of acceleration during 

of the Pivot-Shift Test (Lopomo et al., 2011), a steeper RU̅ in the injured leg is consistent with the 

established idea that a positive sign of ACL injury is the “clunky”, high-speed and spontaneous 

reduction of the tibia during the Pivot-Shift Test (Jakob et al., 1987, Bull et al., 1999, 

Benjaminse et al., 2006).  The results of this study are also consistent with the findings of Kopf 

et al. (2012), Lopomo et al. (2012), and Ahlden et al. (2012) who found the RU̅ to be significantly 

higher in the ACL deficient leg.  In terms of femoral outcomes of net acceleration, the results of 
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this study are consistent with Borgstrom et al. (2014) who found no difference in the femoral 

outcome measures between the injured and uninjured leg.  Borgstrom et al. (2014) concluded 

that obtaining accurate measurements of femoral rotation were challenging due to the quadriceps 

tissue mass surrounding the femur.   

 

Conversely, the results of this study differed from past findings in that RU̅ was the only 

outcome measure that differed between the injured and uninjured leg.  Lopomo et al. (2012) and 

Berruto et al. (2013) found both !KL%	 and  !OLNPQ	to be significantly different between the 

injured and uninjured knee.  The reason for this discrepancy is unknown but we can only 

speculate that it is due to the differences in the protocol.  Both Lopomo et al. (2012) and Berruto 

et al. (2013) conducted only 3 consecutive Pivot-Shift cycles on each leg.  This is relevant 

because the diagnostic accuracy of the Pivot-Shift Test relies on the clinician’s ability to perform 

the test in a consistent slow and controlled manner that will produce the same magnitude and 

stress for each repetition (Daniel et al., 1985, Lopomo et al., 2012).  As it is difficult to perform a 

correct and consistent Pivot-Shift manoeuver, perhaps the 10-consecutive Pivot-Shift cycles used 

in this study increased the variability in force and timing thereby reducing the sensitivity of the 

test.  

Comparing the RU̅ between pre-op and intra-op, results showed that RU̅ was less steep in 

pre-op.  This indicates that the pivot-shift phenomenon was being suppressed while not under 

anesthetic .  Although this study is the first to investigate the differences in outcome measures of 

acceleration between pre-op and intra-op, past research that has focused on how physical tests of 

injury can be influenced by guarding offer insight into why the non-anesthetized and 
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anesthetized conditions differ.  For example, Iverson et al. (1986) investigated defensive 

strategies of the ACL’s surrounding structures during the Anterior-Drawer Test.  The study 

found that at 90° of knee flexion the positive signs of the test on the injured knee were 

eliminated in an non-anesthetized patient and concluded that at that position the pain and 

reflexive control mechanisms of muscular guarding were triggered due to the rise in intra-

articular pressure and tension.  This leads us to hypothesize that the less steep RU̅ found in pre-op 

condition could be at due, in part, to the presence of guarding.  

 

5.2 Net Acceleration Versus Muscular Activity 

 

Since the previous work suggested that the difference in	RU̅ between pre-op and intra-op, 

DRU̅]^, could be due to muscular guarding, a regression analysis was run to determine the 

relationship between muscular activity and DRU̅]^. Regression results indicated that the muscular 

activity of the semitendinosus muscle in the non-anesthetized condition could explain a decrease 

in DRU̅]^.  In other words, the activity of the hamstrings muscle played a minor role in altering the 

pivot-shift phenomenon on the injured leg from intra-op to pre-op during the Pivot-Shift Test.   

 

Although limited research has investigated guarding during the Pivot-Shift Test, the 

hamstring muscle’s relationship to DRU̅]^  is supported by Solomonow et al. (1987) and Courtney 

et al. (2005).  From these studies on guarding, the defensive strategy is described as a torque 

regulator resulting from a primary reflex arch from the ACL’s mechanoreceptors to the 

hamstring muscle.  Furthermore, the diminished RU̅ found in pre-op in this study is supported by 
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Walla et al. (1985) who found that active hamstring control reduced the pivot-shift phenomenon 

in 98% of non-anesthetized patients. In addition to guarding that may be contributed by the 

hamstrings, Lass et al. (1991) found that the gastrocnemius muscle activity also contributes to 

the functional stability of the ACL.  However, Huston et al. (1996) countered by suggesting that 

gastrocnemius guarding was mostly present in female subjects.  Perhaps a relationship between 

the gastrocnemius muscle activity and the DRU̅]^was absent because of this study’s inclusion of a 

male population.  The lack of a relationship between the DRU̅]^ and quadriceps muscle activity 

could be attributed to quadriceps’ primary function.  The quadriceps generate high anterior shear 

forces on the tibia when extending the leg at the knee.  Because anterior translation of the tibia 

relative to the femur increases tension on the ACL, a quadricep guarding strategy would not be 

advantageous (Hewett et al., 2005).  Finally, this study found no relationship between tibialis 

anterior muscle activity and the DRU̅]^.  Because little to no research has been done on how the 

tibialis anterior affects the Pivot-Shift we can only speculate that the tibialis anterior has little 

association with the outcome of the Pivot-Shift Test.  

 

5.3 Net Acceleration Versus Clinical Grade 

 

The significant difference in the slope of net tibial acceleration between pre-op and intra-op 

(DRU̅]^) suggested that muscular guarding acting to suppress the Pivot-Shift phenomenon in pre-

op.  However, the ANOVA results show that the RU̅ could be used to differentiate between the 

injured and uninjured leg regardless of whether the patient was in pre-op and intra-op.  When 

performing the Pivot-Shift Test the clinician will perform the test on both legs, using the 
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unaffected lag as a reference for knee stability. While there are standards for assigning the level 

of injury, each person is unique and some have inherently more lax knee joints than others.  To 

take this into account both legs are tested and the injured leg is compared to the uninjured leg, 

which highlights yet again the subjective nature of the test. Since the RU̅ increased on both legs as 

you go from pre-op to intra-op the relative difference between the two legs might remain the 

same, DRU̅]^ does not change.  Therefore, it is possible that the clinician would assign the same 

grade of injury in either pre-op or intra-op.  

 

To assess if the injury could be quantified in pre-op and intra-op, we investigated whether a 

relationship existed between the clinical grade of injury assigned by the surgeon following 

surgery and the RU̅ in pre-op and in intra-op.  Furthermore, we investigated whether a relationship 

existed between the clinical grade of injury and the difference in the slope of net tibial 

acceleration between the injured and uninjured knee (DRU̅^á) in pre-op and intra-op. No 

significant correlations were found between the clinical grade and the RU̅ or the DRU̅^á	in either 

condition.  Because no relationships were found, the level of injury could not be quantified by 

this acceleration measure. 

 

The lack of correlation between the clinical grade and outcome measure of acceleration 

was akin to that found by Kopf et al. (2012), who analyzed the Pivot-Shift Test using 

acceleration and angular velocity recorded by inertial sensor on anesthetized patients.  Although 

a significant difference in outcome measures were found between the injured and uninjured knee, 

no relationships were found between the outcome measures and the grade assigned by the 
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examiner using the IKDC 2000 reference values.  Furthermore, Borgstrom et al. (2014) reported 

a weak association between the clinical grade assigned on the IKDC 2000 form and kinematic 

tibial outcome measures from gyroscope sensors during the Pivot-Shift Test under anesthetic.   

 

Conversely, Berruto et al. (2013) found a significant correlation between the Pivot-Shift 

grade and tibial acceleration metrics recorded from a Kinemetic Rapid Assessment (KiRA) 

accelerometer. Similarly, both Labbe et al. (2011) and Borgstrom et al. (2015) successfully 

estimated the grade of injury at 90% and 77% level of accuracy, respectively, using a support 

vector machine classification system. Notably, Labbe et al. (2011) determined that the tibial 

translational displacement  was the outcome measure most closely related to the clinical grade of 

injury.  Borgstrom et al. (2015) also included tibial displacement data in their classifier, which 

may explain their success. Neither tibial nor femoral displacement could be measured by the 

sensors we used. 

 

5.4 Limitations and Future Directions 

 

Even with the resulting high accuracy in classification, Labbe et al. (2011) noted that 

there was no way to establish a “true” reference grade of injury without consulting the MRI 

images. Although the intra-operative Pivot-Shift grade of injury that was recorded post-

operatively was considered the gold standard, this is referred to as a “fuzzy gold standard” 

because it is not entirely objective.  Eventhough the ACL is exposed during the surgery, the 

physician still grades the Pivot-Shift Test using the IKDC 2000 form-based subjective standards, 
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which includes the feeling of reduction during the test.  Labbe et al. (2011) stated that 

researchers were creating a paradox by comparing the grade of injury derived from acceleration 

outcomes to the imperfect subjective grading system that it is meant to replace. Therefore, 

perhaps the reference grade of injury that was compared to the outcome measure of net 

acceleration in this study did not represent the true grade of injury.  

 

Furthermore, the lack of correlation between the intra-operative clinical grade of injury 

and the slope of net tibial acceleration could be attributed to the persistence of spinal reflexes in 

anesthesia that were not accounted for in this study.  As an overview, the effect of general 

anaesthesia is classified into stages.  Stage 1 is the induction stage between administration and 

loss of consciousness, stage 3 is the excitement stage and stage 4 is the surgical anesthesia stage 

where skeletal muscles relax and respiratory depression occurs.  Most general anesthetics also 

include a neuromuscular blockage that prevents acetylcholine from attaching to its receptor in 

the neuromuscular junction.  This effectively inhibits the polysynaptic muscular reflexes, such as 

the nociceptive withdrawal reflex that is activated when a person contacts a painful stimuli.  

However, monosynaptic spinal reflexes that consists of a spinal motor neuron, muscle fibres and 

Ia afferent neurons, such as the knee jerk reflex, persist during surgical general anesthetic (Baars 

et al., 2009).  As the knee is being manipulated through a range of motion during the Pivot-Shift 

Test, if monosynaptic reflex mechanisms were maintained and elicited during the movement, a 

pseudo muscular guarding effect could have been elicited in the intra-operative stage which 

would have skewed the grading of the Pivot-Shift Test of injury. 
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The next limitation in the methodology of this study was the quick pace of data collection 

which could have also greatly affected the EMG activity. Because pre-op time was extremely 

limited, MVICs could only be taken once for each muscle group of each leg before the Pivot-

Shift Tests.  Although sensors were occasionally removed and re-attached preceding Pivot-Shift 

Tests, there was no time to take new MVICs.  As the EMG sensors are sensitive to alterations in 

placement, error could have been introduced into the data if the electrode placement during the 

Pivot-Shift Test was different from the placement during the MVICs.  The introduction of error 

could explain why the normalized muscular activity was well above 100% of the MVIC in 

certain cases (as seen in Figure 3.6). Because muscle activity depends on the morphology of the 

individual muscle, a normalization protocol allows for comparison of muscle activity between 

individual muscles and between people.  However, because a non-normalized measure of muscle 

activity was used in this study, this limits the generalizability of our muscular activity results.  As 

such, the current findings of muscular guarding are greatly hindered. 

 

Semitendinosus muscle activity explained only a small portion of variance in the slope of 

net tibial acceleration between the pre-op and intra-op (DRU̅]^) conditions but other structures may 

have been involved.  The knee uses a complex system to maintain strength and balance and there 

are many other structures that have been reported to play contentious roles in regulating 

anterolateral rotary laxity, such as the presence and contribution of the MCL and IT band (Jakob 

et al., 1981, Losee et al., 1982, Suero et al., 2012). These structures, along with other 

neuromuscular control mechanisms such as the activity of ruffini and golgi mechanoreceptors 

that provide sensory information regarding loading and deformation in the ACL, could have 

aided in guarding the knee and creating the DRU̅]^. (Solomonow et al., 1987)   
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Perhaps the lack of correlation to clinical grade that exists between the intra-operative 

clinical grade and the slope of net tibial acceleration can be attributed to the persistence of spinal 

reflexes in anesthesia that were not accounted for in this study.  The effect of general anaesthesia 

is classified into stages, stage 1 being the induction stage between administration and loss of 

consciousness.  Stage 2 is the excitement stage which precedes stage 3, the surgical anesthesia 

stage where skeletal muscles relax and respiratory depression occurs.  Most general anesthetics 

also include a neuromuscular blockage that prevents acetylcholine from attaching to its receptor 

in the neuromuscular junction. (Fruend et al., 1964).  This effectively inhibits the polysynaptic 

muscular reflexes, such as the nociceptive withdrawal reflex that is activated when a person 

contacts a painful stimuli.  However, monosynaptic spinal reflexes that consists of a spinal motor 

neuron, muscle fibres and Ia afferent neurons, such as the knee jerk reflex, persist during surgical 

general anesthetic (Baars et al., 2009).  As the knee is being manipulated through a range of 

motion during the Pivot-Shift Test, if monosynaptic reflex mechanisms are maintained, then the 

influence of muscular guarding may still persist.   

 

The final limiting factor of this study is the small sample size.  We were only able to 

recruit 12 participants in 8 months.  This is because the patient population that matched the 

inclusion criteria was small and surgery was relatively infrequent.  This greatly limits the 

generalizability of the results.  Furthermore, although each patient acted as their own control, 

individual variations could have had large effects on the comparison between the results of the 

injured leg between pre-op and intra-op.  However, this study was the first study to investigate 

the difference between the non-anesthetized and anesthetized state.  More research with a larger 
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sample size needs to be done to be able to make definite conclusions about the difference 

between non-anesthetized and anesthetized state or about the relationship between muscular 

guarding and the quantification of the Pivot-Shift Test. 

 

Apart from a larger sample size, future researchers should consider using inertial sensors 

as a tool of quantification, as done by Borgstrom et al. (2015).  The reason being that inertial 

sensors provide orientation data which allow researchers to remove the component of gravity 

from acceleration in a more precise manner than removing the value of 9.81m/s2 from the net 

acceleration as was done here.  Because the leg is rotating through 3-D space during the Pivot-

Shift Test, all planes of 3-D acceleration can contain a portion of gravity at any given time.  By 

knowing the orientation of the leg in space, the leg can be rotated back to a neutral position 

where the component of gravity can be removed strictly from one axis.  The leg can then be 

rotated back to its original position.  Because this too can be done for every frame of movement, 

obtaining orientation information would provide researchers with more accurate results of net 

acceleration free from gravity. 

 

Finally, researchers should consider using the MRI results as the “true” reference clinical 

grade to which the outcomes of net acceleration are compared, instead of the subjective grading 

system, to provide a more accurate assessment of injury.  Finally, more time should be taken for 

MVICs and sensors should not be moved between collections so that there is no error when 

relating the muscle activity during the Pivot-Shift Test to the MVIC.  Another option is to take 

functional MVICs where subjects perform a set task such as walking.  This may be a more 
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accurate way to normalize muscle activity, instead of trying to elicit a MVIC on both injured and 

uninjured legs. 

 

5.5 Conclusion 

 

In conclusion, the results of this study are consistent with previous work that found the 

net tibial acceleration slope to be significantly higher in the injured knee compared to the 

uninjured knee.  What is unique to this study is that a significant increase in the slope was from 

the pre-op to the intra-op condition indicating that muscle guarding was suppressing the Pivot-

Shift phenomenon in the non-anesthetized state.  Furthermore, the significant relationship found 

between the non-normalized muscular activity of the semitendinosus muscle and the change in 

the slope of net acceleration between pre-op and intra-op (DRU̅]^) indicated that muscular 

guarding may be acting to suppress the Pivot-Shift phenomenon.  However, we could not 

conclude with certainty that muscle activity results would be generalizable to the population 

because normalized muscular activity was not used.   

 

Despite the effects of muscle guarding, it was believed that injury could be quantified in 

both the non-anesthetized and anesthetized condition because RU̅ was steeper in the uninjured leg 

in both pre-op and intra-op.  However, no correlations were found between the clinical grade of 

injury and the RU̅	or	DRU̅^á in either pre-op or intra-op.  We speculated that this was perhaps 

because we were comparing our outcome measures of net acceleration to the subjective grading 

scale or the key kinematic variable of displacement of the tibia was missing from the analysis.  
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Future research should focus on determining the best way to perform MVIC, recruiting a larger 

number of participants, using orientation data to correct for gravity and using diagnostic imaging 

based grades of injury as reference grades.
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Dr. Patrick Costigan  
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Ethics Clearance Expiry Date: June 02, 2017 
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The Queen's University Health Sciences & Affiliated Teaching Hospitals Research Ethics Board 
(HSREB) has reviewed the application and granted ethics clearance for the documents listed below. 
Ethics clearance is granted until the expiration date noted above.   
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x IKDC 2000 Knee Forms 
x Anterior Cruciate Ligament Deficiency Quality of Life Questionnaire 
x Information/Consent Form 

Documents Acknowledged:  

x CORE Certificate – P. Costigan 
x CORE Certificate – R. Mohamad 

Amendments: No deviations from, or changes to the protocol should be initiated without prior written 
clearance of an appropriate amendment from the HSREB, except when necessary to eliminate immediate 
hazard(s) to study participants or when the change(s) involves only administrative or logistical aspects of 
the trial. 

Renewals: Prior to the expiration of your ethics clearance you will be reminded to submit your renewal 
report through ROMEO. Any lapses in ethical clearance will be documented on the renewal form.  
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through the completion of a renewal report in ROMEO.  

Reporting of Serious Adverse Events: Any unexpected serious adverse event occurring locally must be 
reported within 2 working days or earlier if required by the study sponsor. All other serious adverse 
events must be reported within 15 days after becoming aware of the information.  

Reporting of Complaints: Any complaints made by participants or persons acting on behalf of 
participants must be reported to the Research Ethics Board within 7 days of becoming aware of the 
complaint. Note: All documents supplied to participants must have the contact information for the 
Research Ethics Board.  

Investigators please note that if your trial is registered by the sponsor, you must take responsibility to 
ensure that the registration information is accurate and complete.  
 
Yours sincerely, 

 
Chair, Health Sciences Research Ethics Board  

The HSREB operates in compliance with, and is constituted in accordance with, the requirements of the 
TriCouncil Policy Statement: Ethical Conduct for Research Involving Humans (TCPS 2); the 
International Conference on Harmonisation Good Clinical Practice Consolidated Guideline (ICH GCP); 
Part C, Division 5 of the Food and Drug Regulations; Part 4 of the Natural Health Products Regulations; 
Part 3 of the Medical Devices Regulations, Canadian General Standards Board, and the provisions of the 
Ontario Personal Health Information Protection Act (PHIPA 2004) and its applicable regulations. The 
HSREB is qualified through the CTO REB Qualification Program and is registered with the U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) Office for Human Research Protection (OHRP). 
Federalwide Assurance Number: FWA#:00004184, IRB#:00001173  

HSREB members involved in the research project do not participate in the review, discussion or decision.
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Appendix B 

Patient Demographics 

Table B.1: Participants and their age, sex, grade of injury, contact or non-contact mechanism of 
injury, level of pain that the participant was currently experiencing from their injury and the 
highest level of activity they were currently able to participate in without feeling the effects of 
the giving-way phenomenon at the knee.  The grade of injury was scored on the IKDC 2000 
form following surgery as compared to the contralateral (uninjured) knee, where 0 represented a 
normal knee, 1 represented a nearly normal knee, 2 represented an abnormal knee and 3 
represented a severely abnormal knee. 

Participant Age Sex 
Grade 

of 
Injury 

Mechanism of 
Injury Level of Pain 

Highest 
Level of 
Activity 

1 55 Female 2 Contact Very Mild Strenuous 

2 22 Female 3 Non-contact Mild Moderate 

3 24 Female 3 Non-contact Very Mild Strenuous 

4 22 Female 3 Non-contact Very Mild Moderate 

5 21 Male 2 Non-contact None Moderate 

6 22 Male 2 Non-contact Moderate Moderate 

7 21 Female 3 Non-contact None Light 

8 24 Male 2 Non-contact None Moderate 

9 32 Female 2 Contact Very Mild Strenuous 

10 21 Female 2 Non-contact Mild Light 

11 20 Male 3 Non-contact Very Mild Strenuous 

12 19 Female 3 Non-contact Moderate Moderate 
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Appendix C 

Net Acceleration Outcomes and the ANOVA Analysis 

 
Figure C.1: Graphical depiction of the three planned contrasts of the variance in net acceleration 
outcome results by experimental manipulation during the Pivot-Shift Test between the pre-op, 
injured, pre-op uninjured, intra-op injured and intra-op uninjured condition (which serves as the 
control group) for the ANOVA analysis.  
 

To determine how the outcome of net acceleration differed between conditions, the 

variance caused by experimental manipulation was broken down by systematically contrasting 

the outcomes of net acceleration between conditions as depicted in Figure C.1.   The uninjured 

leg in intra-op effectively acted as the control group, because it was assumed to be the score 

closest to the person’s ‘normal’ knee status without the influence of injury or muscular guarding 

in a non-anesthetized  state. In the first contrast, the outcome of net acceleration in the control 

Variance Explained by 
Experiment 

Manipulation 

- Intra-Op, 
Injured 

- Pre-Op, 
Uninjured 

- Pre-Op, 

Control 
- Intra-Op, 
   Uninjured 
 

- Pre-Op, 
Uninjured 

- Pre-Op,  
Injured 

- Intra-Op, 
Injured 

- Pre-Op, 
Uninjured 

- Pre-Op, 
Injured 

Contrast 
1 

Contrast 
2 

Contrast 3 
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group was compared to the outcome of net acceleration in the injured leg in intra-op, and in both 

the injured and uninjured leg in pre-op.  The next contrast compared the net acceleration 

outcome between the intra-op and pre-op condition to determine how the stage of surgery 

significantly affected the outcome of net acceleration.  Finally, the last contrast compared the 

outcome of net acceleration between the uninjured and injured leg in pre-op to determine 

whether the injury status of the knee significantly affected the net acceleration outcome during 

the Pivot Shift test.   
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Table C.1: Net acceleration outcomes for the maximum net acceleration net acceleration, (!"#$	 in g/s2), minimum net acceleration, 
(!"&'	 in g/s2), range of net acceleration, (!(#')*	 in g/s2), and slope of net acceleration, (+ ̅in g/s) over 10 consecutive Pivot-Shift Tests 
for 12 participants (#) in pre-op and intra-op on the injured and uninjured tibia and femur. 

Bone # 
Pre-Op Intra-Op 

Injured Uninjured Injured Uninjured 

!"#$	 !"&'	 !(#')*	 + ̅ !"#$	 !"&'	 !(#')*	 + ̅ !"#$	 !"&'	 !(#')*	 + ̅ !"#$	 !"&'	 !(#')*	 + ̅
Tibia 1 9.4 8.34 1.06 2.67 7.73 6.82 0.9 1.84 9.19 8.99 0.2 0.12 8.93 7.19 1.74 4.12 

 
2 8.56 6.49 2.07 3.49 11.07 9.11 1.95 1.55 9.26 7.35 1.9 5.79 8.36 7.36 1.01 0.69 

 
3 8.81 7.58 1.22 4.89 10.51 8.52 1.99 0.96 8.97 7.5 1.47 4.48 9.06 7.13 1.93 0.93 

 
4 7.48 6.89 0.6 2.46         7.63 6.71 0.92 3.68         

 
5 9.65 7.24 2.41 6.17 11.72 9.33 2.39 3.69                 

 
6 10.15 7.94 2.21 3.99 9.68 8.12 1.56 3.12 9.17 6.74 2.43 5.55 8.41 7.09 1.32 3.02 

 
7 9.27 7.37 1.9 1.21 10.93 9.31 1.62 1.24 7.8 7.08 0.72 0.37 8.9 7.51 1.38 5.37 

 
8 10.44 8.24 2.2 4.21 7.87 6.89 0.98 0.66 9.29 6.15 3.14 11.84 8.69 6.42 2.28 7.29 

 
9 11.88 9.13 2.74 6.27 7.88 6.86 1.02 1.26 10.19 7.15 3.03 10.21 8.88 7.48 1.4 4.7 

 
10 12.43 10.45 1.98 5.08 7.37 1.72 5.65 7.09 9.34 7.07 2.27 7.46 9.68 7.78 1.89 4.49 

 
11 8.62 7.78 0.84 1.44 7.6 6.84 0.76 0.47 9.59 6.82 2.78 9.35 8.75 7.28 1.47 3.18 

  12 10.43 7.95 2.48 5.78 8.94 7.72 1.22 1.28 7.72 6.29 1.44 4.97 8.9 7.62 1.28 3.03 

Femur 1 5.45 4.88 0.57 0.38 7.38 6.49 0.89 1.51 8.06 6.73 1.33 0.82 7.35 6.18 1.17 0.69 
 

2 7.22 5.9 1.32 2.81 8.98 7.57 1.4 2.53 8.31 6.53 1.79 6.02 8.84 7.89 0.95 1.37 
 

3 7.8 7.15 0.65 0.49 8.97 7.76 1.21 0.62         7.22 5.87 1.34 0.71 
 

4 6.99 6.18 0.8 0.45         7.13 6.02 1.11 1.19         
 

5 6.14 5.49 0.65 0.33 8.06 5.54 2.53 1.46                 
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6 7.07 5.96 1.11 0.58 7.13 5.89 1.24 0.58 7.32 6.09 1.23 0.69 7.8 6.03 1.77 1.9 

 
7 9.7 7 2.7 8.86 10.24 7.25 2.99 1.81 8.18 7.15 1.03 0.58 9.54 6.31 3.23 2.24 

 
8 9.05 6.97 2.09 5.35 7.81 6.82 1 1.96 8.68 5.85 2.83 10.67 8.88 6.68 2.21 7.44 

 
9 8.26 5.53 2.73 6.35 6.41 5.03 1.38 1.5 9.21 6.46 2.76 9.05 8.26 6.04 2.22 2.63 

 
10 9.23 7.49 1.74 2.12         9.16 6.32 2.84 8.88 6.69 5.16 1.53 0.89 

 
11 6.15 5.49 0.66 0.29 6.99 6.01 0.98 0.35 8.66 6.35 2.31 1.3 8.22 6.62 1.59 0.97 

  12 6.33 4.94 1.39 1.57 7.39 5.67 1.71 1.08 7.23 6.06 1.17 0.65 8.01 6.73 1.28 0.86 
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Table C.2: Mean net acceleration outcomes for the maximum net acceleration, (!"#$	 in g/s2 ± 
SD), minimum net acceleration, (!"&'	 in g/s2 ± SD), range of net acceleration, (!(#')*	 in g/s2 
± SD), and slope of net acceleration, (+ ̅in g/s ± SD) over 10 consecutive Pivot-Shift Tests for 
10 participants in pre-op and intra-op on the injured and uninjured tibia and femur. 

   
	

Bone 

Net 
Acceleration 

Outcome 
 

Pre-Op Intra-Op 

Injured Leg Uninjured leg Injured Leg Uninjured 
leg 

Tibia 

!"#$	 
in g/s2 ± SD 10.0 ± 1.34 8.96 ± 1.47 9.05 ± 0.76 8.86 ± 0.37 

!"&'	 
in g/s2 ± SD 8.13 ± 1.06 7.19 ± 2.15 7.11 ± 0.79 7.29 ± 0.38 

!(#')*	 
in g/s2 ± SD 1.87 ± 0.63 1.77 ± 1.43 1.94 ± 0.98 1.57 ± 0.38 

+ 
in g/s ± SD 3.90 ± 1.71 1.95 ± 1.95 6.01 ± 3.87 3.68 ± 1.98 

Femur 

!"#$	 
in g/s2 ± SD 7.40 ± 1.48 7.79 ± 1.23 8.21 ± 0.68 8.36 ± 0.70 

!"&'	 
in g/s2 ± SD 5.83 ± 0.81 6.34 ± 0.85 6.04 ± 0.42 6.56 ± 0.61 

!(#')*	 
in g/s2 ± SD 

1.57 ± 0.85 1.44 ± 0.68 1.81 ± 0.74 1.80 ± 0.74 

+ 
in g/s ± SD 3.27 ± 3.22 1.41 ± 0.722 3.72 ± 4.22 2.26 ± 2.20 
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Table C.3: Pairwise comparison of the mean net acceleration outcomes for the maximum net acceleration, (!"#$	 in g/s2), minimum 
net acceleration, (!"&'	 in g/s2), range of net acceleration, (!(#')*	 in g/s2), and slope of net acceleration, (+ ̅in g/s), between the pre-op 
and intra-op stage of surgery, and the injured and uninjured tibia and femur.  The mean difference was considered statistically 
significant if p<0.05*. 
 
Acceleration Outcome Measure Femur  Tibia  

Stage Injury Status Stage Injury Status 
Pre-Op vs. Intra-Op Injured vs. 

Uninjured 
Pre-Op vs. Intra-Op Injured vs. 

Uninjured 
Maximum Net 
Acceleration 
-.-/	(g/s2) 

Absolute Mean 
Difference  

0.690 0.271 0.525 0.619 

Standard Error 0.319 0.304 0.270 0.432 
Significance 0.067 0.402 0.084 0.186 
95% Confidence 
Intervalb 

[0.065, -1.444] [0.447, -0.989] [1.136, 0.086] [1.597, 0.359] 

Minimum Net 
Acceleration 

-.01	 
(g/s2) 

Absolute Mean 
Difference  

0.394 0.333 0.459 0.381 

Standard Error 0.224 0.222 0.258 0.497 
Significance 0.122 0.178 0.109 0.463 

95% Confidence 
Intervalb 

[0.136, -0.924] [0.193, -0.858] [1.043, -0.125] [1.50, -0.744] 

Range of Net 
Acceleration 
-2-134 
(g/s2) 

Absolute Mean 
Difference  

0.295 0.061 0.066 0.238 

Standard Error 0.220 0.250 0.282 0.315 
Significance 0.222 0.813 0.820 0.469 
Absolute 95% 
Confidence 
Intervalb 

[0.225, 0.816] [0.652, -0.529] [0.703, -0.571] [0.952, -0.475] 
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Slope of Net 
Acceleration 

5 ̅
(g/s) 

Absolute Mean 
Difference  

0.649 1.659 1.923* 2.144* 

Standard Error 0.921 
 

0.787 0.815 0.813 

Significance 0.504 0.073 0.043* 0.027* 
Absolute 95% 
Confidence 
Intervalb 

[1.529, -2.827] [3.519, -0.201] [3.767, 0.797] [3.983, 0.395] 

Based on estimated marginal means 
b. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni 
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Table C.4:  The sum of squares, degrees of freedom (DF), mean square, F-value and relative significance level from the 
ANOVA analysis comparing the mean outcome measures of net acceleration for the maximum net acceleration, (!"#$	 in g/s2), 
minimum net acceleration, (!"&'	 in g/s2), range of net acceleration, (!(#')*	 in g/s2), and slope of net acceleration, (+ ̅in g/s) and 
level of error, between the pre-op and intra-op stage of surgery, the injured and uninjured injury status of the tibia and femur, 
and for the interaction between the stage of surgery and injury status.  

 

Bone 

Net 
Acceleration 

Outcome 
Measure 

Source Type III Sum of 
Squares DF Mean 

Square F Sig. 

Tibia 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Maximum Net 
Acceleration 

!"#$	 
 
 
 
 
 

Stage 2.75 1 2.75 3.78 0.08 
Error (Stage) 6.57 9 0.73   
Injury Status 3.83 1 3.83 2.05 0.19 
Error (Injury Status) 16.83 9 1.87   

Stage *Injury Status 7.12 1 7.12 1.13 0.32 
Error (Stage*Injury 
Status) 56.71 9 6.30   

Minimum Net 
Acceleration 

!"&'	 
 
 
 
 
 

Stage 2.11 1 2.11 3.16 0.11 
Error (Stage) 5.99 9 0.67   
Injury Status 1.45 1 1.45 0.59 0.46 
Error (Injury Status) 22.24 9 2.47   

Stage*Injury Status 12.24 1 12.24 1.08 0.33 
Error (Stage*Injury 
Status) 101.64 9 11.30   

Range of Net 
Acceleration 
!(#')*  

Stage 0.04 1 0.04 0.06 0.82 
Error(Stage) 7.13 9 0.79   
Injury Status 0.57 1 0.57 0.57 0.47 
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Error (Injury Status) 8.95 9 1.0   

Stage*Injury Status 0.69 1 0.69 0.27 0.62 

Slope of Net 
Acceleration 

+ ̅
 
 
 
 
 

Stage 36.98* 1 36.98 5.57 0.04* 
Error (Stage) 59.78 9 6.64   
Injury Status 45.96* 1 45.96 6.95 0.03* 
Error (Injury Status) 59.50 9 6.61   

Stage*Injury Status 1.41 1 1.41 0.11 0.75 

Error (Stage*Injury 
Status) 119.29 9 13.25   

Femur 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Maximum Net 
Acceleration 

!"#$	 
 
 
 
 
 

Stage 3.81 1 3.81 4.67 0.07 

Error (Stage) 5.70 7 0.81   
Injury Status 0.59 1 0.59 0.80 0.40 
Error (Injury Status) 5.17 7 0.74   

Stage*Injury Status 0.43 1 0.43 0.22 0.65 
Error (Stage*Injury 
Status) 13.51 7 1.93   

Minimum Net 
Acceleration 

!"&'	 
 
 
 
 
 

Stage 1.24 1 1.24 3.09 0.12 
Error (Stage) 2.81 7 0.40   
Injury Status 0.89 1 0.89 2.24 0.18 
Error (Injury Status) 2.77 7 0.40   

Stage*Injury Status 0.99 1 0.99 1.16 0.32 

Error (Stage*Injury 
Status) 5.98 7 0.86   
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Range of Net 
Acceleration 
!(#')*  

 
 
 
 

Stage 0.70 1 0.70 1.80 0.22 
Error (Stage) 2.72 7 0.39   
Injury Status 0.03 1 0.03 0.06 0.81 
Error (Injury Status) 3.50 7 0.50   

Stage*Injury Status 0.12 1 0.13 0.12 0.74 
Error (Stage*Injury 
Status) 6.78 7 0.97   

Slope of Net 
Acceleration 

+ ̅
 
 
 
 
 

Stage 3.37 1 3.37 0.50 0.50 
Error (Stage) 47.52 7 6.79   
Injury Status 22.03 1 22.03 4.45 0.07 
Error (Injury Status) 34.65 7 4.95   

Stage*Injury Status 1.25 1 1.25 0.088 0.776 
Error (Stage*Injury 
Status) 99.81 7 14.26   

Based on estimated marginal means 
*. The mean difference is significant at the p<0.05 level 
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Figure C.2: The Histogram (left) and boxplot (right) of the Slope of Net Tibial Acceleration (! ̅in g/s) for A. 
Pre-op on the injured leg, B. Pre-op on the uninjured leg, C. Intra-op on the injured leg, D. Intra-op on the 
uninjured leg.  The mean, standard deviation (Std. Dev), and number of participants (N) are indicated on 
the histogram.  The outlier values from participant 10 in A. and 8 in D. are indicated on the boxplot.
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Using the Shapiro- Wilk test, the pre-op slope of net tibial acceleration on the injured leg, 

D(12) =0.942, p= 0.20, did not deviate significantly from normal.  Furthermore, the intra-op 

slope of net tibial acceleration on the injured leg, D(11)=0.960, p=0.77, and the intra-op slope of 

net tibial acceleration on the uninjured leg, D(10)= 0.959, p=0.77, did not deviate significantly 

from normal.  However, the pre-op slope of net tibial acceleration for the uninjured leg, 

D(11)=0.761, p<0.05, was significantly non-normal. 
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Appendix D 

Net Acceleration Versus Muscle Activity and the Regression Analysis 

Table D.1: The EMG muscle activity (in V) for the vastus lateralis (VL), rectus femoris (RF), tibialis anterior (TA), biceps femoris 
(BF), semitendinosus (ST), gastrocnemius medialis (GM), gastrocnemius lateralis (GL), and normalized EMG muscle activity (as a % 
of the MVIC) of the vastus lateralis (nVL), rectus femoris (nRF), tibialis anterior (nTA), biceps femoris (nBF), semitendinosus (nST), 
gastrocnemius medialis (nGM), gastrocnemius lateralis (nGL) in pre-op or intra-op, and between the injured and uninjured leg for 
participants (#) 1-12. 
 

Stage Injury 
Level # VL RF VM TA BF ST GM GL nVL nRF     nVM nTA nBF nST nGM nGL 

Pre-
Op 

Injured 

1 0.06 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.03 322 32 43 
 

5 9 
  

2 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.66 0.01 95 9 23 19 11 5 
 

184 
3 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 31 20 32 

 
12 8 

  

4 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 24 13 133 16 20 7 29 48 
5 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.01 0.00 0.08 0.01 0.01 7 12 

 
42 8 21 48 30 

6 0.03 0.00 0.22 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 210 4 230 14 21 9 19 35 
7 0.00 0.01 0.00 

 
0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 5 

  
0 192 85 43 

8 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.06 0.01 0.20 
        

9 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.08 17 10 12 
 

16 14 
  

10 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.03 136 32 75 53 67 17 142 143 
11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 10 17 15 41 1 

 
13 18 

12 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 
  

71 55 43 51 57 41  
 

Uninjured 

1 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 147 36 20 
 

21 45  
 

2 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.42 84 51 21 32 3 5 28 292 
3 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 164 18 32 22 28 7 28 10 
4                 
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5 0.00 0.01 0.39 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 17 6 
 

93 1 31 17 17 
6 0.01 0.01 0.19 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.48 18 9 534 11 33 10 16 

 

7 0.47 0.01 0.01 
 

0.02 0.20 0.04 0.42 978 5 
  

50 257 2 90 
8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 

        

9 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.04 
        

10 0.46 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.58 0.03 0.02 0.04 1429 69 56 155 
 

60 58 101 
11 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.01 0.01 0.00 47 20 25 43 183 8 57 26 
12 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 65 68 53 31 30 40 52 13 

Post-
Op 

Injured 

1 0.01 
 

0.09 0.34 0.06 0.01 0.30 0.06 56 
 

160 
 

87 18 
  

2 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 71 4 7 10 5 3 27 36 
3 0.07 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 422 21 47 

 
10 7 

  

4 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 18 4 12 8 17 6 19 36 
5                 
6 0.01 0.00 0.28 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 37 5 295 10 42 9 43 34 
7 0.00 0.00 0.00 

 
0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0 3 

  
1 61 74 37 

8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.63 0.01 
        

9 0.16 0.02 0.06 0.01 0.19 2.65 0.02 0.08 116 56 157 
 

695 
   

10 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.01 0.01 
  

42 7 11 142 17 4 
  

11 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.14 0.00 30 131 19 181 5 
 

501 23 
12 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 501 9 8 21 71 29 10 28 

Uninjured 

1 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 37 21 6 
 

7 8 
  

2 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01 105 106 40 11 4 6 78 5 
3 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 56 31 16 7 13 2 6 3 
4                 
5                 
6 0.00 0.00 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10 4 995 11 16 4 5 9 
7 2.96 0.00 0.00 

 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 

 
2 

  
5 3 0 1 
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8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.43 0.15 0.01 0.03 0.02 
        

9 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.76 0.00 0.01 
        

10 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.04 0.00 0.01 0.01 23 15 13 37 101 8 17 23 
 11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 10 7 18 29 5 15 14 21 

12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 15 13 14 5 10 4 9 3 
 
 

Table D.2: The mean, and standard deviation for the regression analysis 
predicting the outcome variable of the difference in the slope of net 
tibial acceleration on the injured leg between pre-op and intra-op (D!#̅$%, 
in g/s), from the pre-op EMG activity of the muscles of the injured leg 
(in V) dependant variables in 11 participants (N=11).   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Outcome Variable Mean (g/s) Standard Deviation 
D!#̅$% 3.1451 2.6733 

Predictor Variable Mean (V) Standard Deviation 
Semitendinosus 0.02 0.03 
Biceps Femoris 0.01 0.01 
Rectus Femoris 0.01 0.01 
Vastus Lateralis 0.02 0.02 
Vastus Medialis 0.04 0.07 
Tibialis Anterior 0.01 0.03 
Gastrocnemius Medialis 0.17 0.50 
Gastrocnemius Lateralis 0.04 0.06 
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Table D.3: The correlation matrix for the four models of the regression analysis that predicts the difference in the slope of 
net tibial acceleration on the injured leg between pre-op and intra-op (D!#̅$%, in g/s) from EMG muscle activity (V).  The 
one-tailed significance is displayed and a correlation of p<0.001* is considered significant. 

 
Model 

 
 Variables D&'̅() Semitendinosus Biceps Femoris 

  

1 Pearson’s 
Correlation 
Coefficient 

D!#̅$% 1.00 0.60 -0.27   
Semitendinosus 0.60 1.00 0.03   
Biceps Femoris -0.27 0.03 1.00   

Significance  D!#̅$% 1.00 .019 0.20   
(1-tailed) Semitendinosus .019* 1.00 0.46   
  Biceps Femoris 0.20 0.46 1.00   

2  D!#̅$% Rectus Femoris Vastus Lateralis Vastus 
Medialis 

Pearson’s 
Correlation 
Coefficient 

D!#̅$% 1.00 -0.32 -0.20 -0.03 
Rectus Femoris -0.32 1.00 0.61 -0.33 
Vastus Lateralis -0.20 0.61 1.00 0.14 
Vastus Medialis -0.03 -0.33 0.14 1.00 

Significance  D!#̅$%  1.00 0.16 0.27 0.47 
(1-tailed) Rectus Femoris 0.16 1.00 0.02 0.15 
  Vastus Lateralis 0.27 0.02 1.00 0.34 
  Vastus Medialis 0.47 0.15 0.34   

3   D!#̅$% Tibialis 
Anterior 

    

Pearson’s 
Correlation 
Coefficient 

D!#̅$% 1.00 -0.44     
Tibialis Anterior -0.44 1.00     

Significance  D!#̅$%  1.00 0.09     
(1-tailed) Tibialis Anterior 0.09 1.00     
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4  D!#̅$% Gastrocnemius 
Medialis 

Gastrocnemius 
Lateralis 

  

Pearson’s 
Correlation 
Coefficient 

D!#̅$% 1.00 -0.13 0.50   
Gastrocnemius 
Medialis 

-0.13 1.00 -0.13   

Gastrocnemius 
Lateralis 

0.50 -0.13 1.00   

Significance  D!#̅$%  1.00 0.35 0.06   
(1-tailed) Gastrocnemius 

Medialis 
0.35  1.00 0.35   

  Gastrocnemius 
Lateralis 

0.06 0.35  1.00   

 

From analysis of the correlation matrix, there did not appear to any bias from multicollinearity in the data, with no substantial 

correlations (r>0.9) between predictor variables (Field, 2012). 
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Table D.4: Model summary predicting the dependant variable of the difference in the slope of net tibial acceleration on the injured 
leg between pre-op and intra-op (D!#̅$%, in g/s) by the predictor variables of EMG muscle activity (V).  The steps of the hierarchy in 
each model are represented by A, B and C.  The R2, adjusted R2 variable, standard error of estimate of R2, the change between the 
R2 and adjusted R2 value, the change in the F statistic, the relative degrees of freedom, the significance of the F change value and the 
Durbin-Watson case statistic are presented.  The change in the F-statistic was considered statistically significant if p<0.05*. 
 

Model Level 

Predictor 
Variables 

R2 Adjusted 
R2 

Std. 
Error of 

the 
Estimate 

Change Statistics Durbin-
Watson 
Statistic 

R2 
Change 

F 
Change 

Degrees 
of 
freedom 
1 

Degrees 
of 
Freedom 
2 

Sig. F 
Change 

1 

A Semitendinosus 0.36 0.30 2.24 0.36 5.71* 1 10 .038* 1.64 

B 
Semitendinosus 
Biceps Femoris 

0.45 0.32 2.20 0.08 1.34 1 9 0.28 

2 

A Rectus Femoris 0.10 0.01 2.66 0.10 1.14 1 10 0.31 2.45 

B 

Rectus 
Femoris, 
Vastus 
Lateralis, 

0.10 -0.10 2.80 0.00 0.00 1 9 0.98 

C 

Rectus 
Femoris, 
Vastus 
Lateralis, 
Vastus 
Medialis 

0.13 -0.20 2.93 0.02 0.21 1 8 0.66 

3 A Tibialis 
Anterior 

0.19 0.11 2.55 0.19 2.17 1 9 0.18 2.86 
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4 

A Gastrocnemius 
Lateralis 

 0.25 0.16 2.45 0.25 2.94  1  9  0.12 1.81 

B 

Gastrocnemius 
Lateralis, 
Gastrocnemius 
Medialis 

0.25 0.63 2.59 0.01 0.05 2 8 0.32 

 
The model summary provided researchers with an assessment of the fit of each regression model.  The only model in which the predictor 

could significantly predict the proportion of variance in the data was model 1 A, using the EMG activity of the semitendinosus muscle as a 

predictor variable F (1,10) = 5.714 p= 0.038.  Furthermore, the error in each model was assumed to be independent based on the rule that no 

Durbin-Watson statistic was greater than 3 or less than 1 (Field, 2012). 
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Table D.5: ANOVA output for the models of regression predicting the dependent variable of the difference in 
the slope of net tibial acceleration on the injured leg between pre-op and intra-op (D!#̅$%, in g/s) by the predictor 
variables of EMG muscle activity (V).  The steps of the hierarchy in each model are represented by A, B and C.  
The sum of squares, the degrees of freedom, the mean square, the F statistic and its relative significance level 
are presented.  The model was significantly better at predicting the outcome than using the mean if p<0.05* 

 
Model Level Predictor 

Variables 

 
Sum of 
Squares 

Degrees 
of 

Freedom 

Mean 
Square 

F Sig. 

1 A Semitendinosus Regression 28.59 1 28.59 5.71* 0.038* 
Residual 50.03 10 5.00     
Total 78.61 11       

B Semitendinosus Regression 35.08 2 17.54 3.63 0.07 
Biceps Femoris Residual 43.54 9 4.84     
  Total 78.61 11       

2 A Rectus Femoris Regression 8.03 1 8.03 1.14 0.31 
Residual 70.59 10 7.06     
Total 78.61 11       

B Rectus Femoris, Regression 8.03 2 4.02 0.51 0.62 
Vastus Lateralis, Residual 70.58 9 7.84     
  Total 78.61 11       

C Rectus Femoris, Regression 9.81 3 3.27 0.38 0.77 
Vastus Lateralis, Residual 68.80 8 8.60     
Vastus Medialis Total 78.61 11       

3 A Tibialis Anterior Regression 14.16 1 14.16 2.17 0.18 
Residual 58.66 9 6.52     
Total 72.82 10       

4 A Gastrocnemius 
Lateralis 

Regression 17.59 1 17.59 2.94  0.12  
Residual 53.88 9 5.99     
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Total           
B Gastrocnemius 

Lateralis, 
Regression 17.92 2 8.96 1.34 .32 

Gastrocnemius 
Medialis 

Residual 53.54 8 6.69     

  Total 71.47 10       
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Table D.6: Unstandardized coefficients (b), standardized coefficients (b), their t-value and respective significance level for 
linear regression models 1-4 predicting the difference in the slope of net tibial acceleration on the injured leg between pre-
op and intra-op, D!#̅$% (in g/s), by muscular activity predictor variables (in V).  The 95% confidence interval for b and its 
relative standard error are presented.  Furthermore, the tolerance and VIF value are also presented. The levels of the 
hierarchy in the regression analysis are represented by A, B and C. Coefficients were considered statistically significant if 
p<0.05*. 

 

Model Variables 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients t Sig. 

95.0% 
Confidence 

Interval for b 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

b Std. 
Error b b Std. 

Error Tolerance VIF 

1A 
(Constant) 1.90 0.83   2.29 0.05 1.90 0.83     

Semitendinosus 63.34 26.50 0.60* 2.39 0.04* 63.34 26.50 1.00 1.00 

1B 

(Constant) 2.68 1.06   2.53 0.03 2.68 1.06     

Semitendinosus 64.25 26.07 0.61* 2.47 0.04* 64.25 26.07 1.00 1.00 

Biceps Femoris -109.46 94.49 -0.29 -1.16 0.28 -109.46 94.49 1.00 1.00 

2A 
(Constant) 4.51 1.49   3.03 0.01 4.51 1.49     

Rectus Femoris -154.16 144.55 -0.32 -1.07 0.31 -154.16 144.55 1.00 1.00 

2B 

(Constant) 4.51 1.57   2.87 0.02 4.51 1.57     

Rectus Femoris -151.71 191.57 -0.31 -0.79 0.45 -151.71 191.57 0.63 1.58 

Vastus 
Lateralis -1.29 61.43 -0.01 -0.02 0.98 -1.29 61.43 0.63 1.58 

2C (Constant) 5.05 2.04   2.48 0.04 5.05 2.04     
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Rectus Femoris -206.68 234.22 -0.43 -0.88 0.40 -206.68 234.22 0.46 2.16 

Vastus 
Lateralis 13.09 71.68 0.09 0.18 0.86 13.09 71.68 0.51 1.96 

Vastus 
Medialis -6.88 15.12 -0.18 -0.46 0.66 -6.88 15.12 0.72 1.39 

3A 
(Constant) 4.45 1.07   4.16 0.00 4.45 1.07     

Tibialis 
Anterior -85.90 58.27 -0.44 -1.47 0.18 -85.90 58.27 1.00 1.00 

4A 
(Constant) 2.33 0.88   2.65 0.03 2.33 0.88     

Gastrocnemius 
Lateralis 22.69 13.24 0.50 1.71 0.12 22.69 13.24     

4B 

(Constant) 2.40 0.99   2.43 0.04 2.40 0.99     
Gastrocnemius 

Lateralis 22.27 14.12 0.49 1.58 0.15 22.27 14.12 0.98 1.02 

Gastrocnemius 
Medialis -0.37 1.66 -0.07 -0.22 0.83 -0.37 1.66 0.98 1.02 
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Appendix E 

Net Acceleration Versus the Clinical Grade and the Correlation Analysis 

Table D.1 Correlations (Spearman’s rho) between the clinical grade of injury and the slope of net tibial acceleration on 
the injured leg, !*+%	(in g/s), and the difference in the slope of net tibial acceleration between the injured and uninjured leg, 
D!#̅%- (in g/s), in pre-op and intra-op for 12 participants.  The bias, standard error and 95% confidence interval are also 
presented. 

 

 Variables Grade 
of Injury 

Pre-Op 
!%̅# 

Pre-Op 
D!#̅%- 

Intra-Op 
!#̅% 

Intra-Op 
D!#̅%- 

Clinical 
Grade of 

Injury 

Correlation Coefficient  1 -0.48 0.12 -0.35 0.04 

Sig. (2-tailed)  0.11 0.74 0.30 0.92 

Bootstrapa 

Bias 0 .02 -.00 -.00 .01 

Std. Error 0 .32 .35 .34 .37 

95% 
Confidence 
Interval 

Lower 1 -.91 -.67 -.86 -.72 

Upper 1 .38 .68 .46 .63 
 

a. Bootstrapped results are based on 992 samples 
 


